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I7 sat.
Boston - Lesbian and Gay Pride Parade

Meet at 11 :30am at Copley Sq.
Lesbian and Gay Pride Rally.
1:30pm, corner of Beacon and Charles.
Boston -

IS sun
Cambridge -

Lesbians and the Gay
Movement: Taking Our Autonomy. Cambridge Women's Center, 2:30pm Sponsored by Wages Due Lesbians.
Boston - Spring For GCN Benefit -at the

Club Max. Auction, dance contest,
fashion show, buffet, tea dance. Noon2am. $5.00 donation. All Day Disco! 54
Park Sq.
Boston - BUUGL will ·feature Colorado
ACLU attorney William Reynard in a discussion "Some legal and moral problems
of gay men ." 355 Boylston St. 7 pm.
Cambridge - Gay Academic ·union of
New England, June meeting. 4pm.

Shepard Room, Phillips Brooks House,
Harvard Yard.

I9mon
Social Evening for gay youth,
sponsored by the Committee for Gay
Youth. 7pm. 355 Boylston St.
Boston -

NYC - Dykes & Tykes 3rd annual Lesbian
Pride Week Kick-Off. You, Me & the Kids.
Music & poetry. 7:30pm. Women's Center,
243 West 20th St.
Washington, DC - The Celluloid Closet:
Sgt. Matlovich vs. the U.S. Air Force.
Leonard Matlovich will be present this
evening to discuss the program and how
the media has handled the subject.
8:30pm. The American Film Institute,
Kennedy Center.
Providence,

Open meeting of
NGTFIRI to discuss the new 9rganization
with members of the community. 8pm. 55
Eddy St.
RI

-

Medford, MA - Registration opens for
the summer session of the Women's
Community School. Tufts Univ. · Call
628-5000 ext. 702 for info.

20 tues
NYC - West Side Discussion Group:
" Why Gay Men Have Gone Superbutch It's the New Macho Craze." Jeremy
Weiss, treasurer of the Gay Athletic
Association, will lead a discussion on the
topic. 8:30pm. Triangle Gay Community
Center, 3rd floor, 26 Ninth Ave. at 14th St.

Cambridge "Consciousness-Raising
Inside and Outside the Gay Community",
sponsored by the Lesbian Task Force.
8pm at Redbook, River St.
NYC - Ginny Apuzzo, candidate for the
N.Y. State Assembly, will speak on "No
Losers, No Weepers" at the Greater
Gotham Business Council. General Membership Meeting , 8pm, Ice Palace 57, 57
W. 57th St. Cash bar.

2Iwed
Cambridge - Summer Solstice Fire Festival - Music, Dance, & Ritual! Sponsored by Women Against Violence in Pornography & Media, 9pm, Magazine Beach.

NYC ~ Gay Pride Dance, co-sponsored
by Integrity/NY and Dignity/NY at St.
Luke's, 9pm. Hudson St. at Grove St. $2.
• donation.

24sat
CSLD Stonewall '78 Gala Benefit'-starring Divine and the cast of Neon
Woman, Laurie Carlos and Robbie McCauley of For Colored Girls, Hot Peaches,
Tally Brown, Pink Satin Bombers, Satin
Doll & Co . and disco 'Iii dawn! $8. donation. 1am. Hurrah ,36 W. 62nd St.
NYC -

Boston -

Workshop: Identity & the
Leather/Denim Scene. 5pm. Over Harry's
Place, 45 Essex St.

Worcester -

Montachusett Gay Alliance,
June meeting, 7:30pm. Call 342-5963 for
directions

DOB Summer Crafts/Flea
Market. 10-5pm, .Old Camoridge Baptist
Church.

Boston - A concert by local performers·
to benefit The Music in Women Series.
$2.50 donation. The proceeds will go to
the Community Services fund ,,at the
Mass. Correctional Institution at Framingham to enhance recreational programs at
the prison. 7:30pm. Arlington St . Church .

Boston - Informational meeting of the
National Lesbian ·Feminist Organization
which was formed in Los Angeles in
March. 1pm. Rm. 355A, Ell Center,
Northeastern Univ.

22thurs
Boston - Clearspace , Men's Concerns
Committee meeting . Call 227-4327 for
info.

23 lri
Providence, RI - GCSRI Night at the
Gallery. Special fundraiser for GCSRI and
the Helpline. 10pm. $2 cover. 35 Richmond St.
Boston BUUGL and the Unitarian
Universalist Gay Caucus will hold a
special service in conjunction with the
Unitari~n Universalist General Assembly,
featuring William Reynard speaking on
"The Gay Rights Recession." 7:30pm ,
Arlington St. Church.

Gay Community Town Meeting. 7-10pm, Faneuil Hall by Government
Center. What is the Future of the Movement? Representatives from all area gay
organizations will speak and participate
in a dialogue in this large scale forum.
Open to all.
Boston -

Boston Unitarian-Universalist Gays
and Lesbians meeting time change-to
8pm
Boston - Gayla Picnic. Bring food & fun
to share. 3-7pm on the Esplanade.

Boston

-

Morristown, NH
Gay Liberation
Celebration. Speakers, food & drinks,
disco, Olympic games, etc. Unitarian
Fellowship, Normandy Hts. Rd. Info: (201)
691-0388.
Washington, DC - The Celluloid Closet:
Death in Venice. 6pm. The American Film
Institute, Kennedy Center.

2ssun
CHRISTOPHER STREET 'uBER·
ATION DAY GAY PRIDE.MARCH . Assemble at Sheridan Sq. at noon.

NYC -

Manchester, NH - All Women 's Dance,
benefit for NH Lambda. Live entertainment and disco. 4pm to closing. Queen
City Club,-484 Chestnut St.
NYC - Christopher St Festival, alter
the rally. Entertainment will include Tom
Robinson Band, Blondie, Rosie Ross and
the Shadows, and Cherry Vanilla. There
will be dancing in the streets, food, drink
and more.

27tue
We5t Side Discussion Group: "An
Evening with Parents of Gays" featuring
the parents of several gay people. 8:30pm
Triangle Gay Community Center, 3rd
floor, 26 Ninth Ave. at 14th St.
NYC -

Cambridge, MA - DOB Open House.
Refreshments and entertainment. Alt
women invited. 8pm. 1151 Mass. Ave.

See inside p. 13 for complete national Gay Pride Calendar.
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Washington, DC - The Celluloid Closet:
Fortune and Men's Eyes and Caged.
8:30pm. The American FIim Institute,
Kennedy Center.
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Bonin Trial
Continues...

NYC - Gay Women's West Side: The
Role of the Gay Woman In the Professional World. 8:30pm, 26 Ninth Ave. at
14th St.

30 lri
lndlanapolls, IN 1978 Midwest Gay/
Lesbian Awareness Conference. Workshops, speakers, films, concert and
dance. Free child care provided. Through
July 2nd. Cavanaugh Hall, Michigan SI.
Campus of IUPUI. Contact Indianapolis
Coalition for Human Rights, P.O. Box
20124, Indianapolis, IN 46220.
Washington, DC - The Celluloid Closet:
Reflections in a Golden Eye. 6:30pm. The
American Film Institute, Kennedy Center.

I sat
Washington, DC -

The Celluloid Closet:
The Fox. 6pm. The American Film Institute, Kennedy Center
Cambridge -

Women Agai.nst Violence
Against Women Rally to protest the corporate promotion of rape and battery
(Warner, Elektra and Atlantic Records).
1pm at Strawberries in Harvard Sq.
Jamesville, NY - 4th Annual Gay Pride
Field Day. Featuring Cranberry Lake.
Camp Brockway, Pratts Fall Park. $2.50
donation. Sponsored by the Onondaga
County Human Rights Coalition. Info:
(315) 475-6857.

2sun
Boston - The Oracle: Poetry and Fiction
Workshop. Guest reading at Stone Soup.
8:30pm. 313 Cambridge St. 50i donation.

7 lri
Portland, OR - 2nd Annual Northwest
Women's Music Festival. Open to women
and children and Is designed to show the
depth and strength of women's culture.
Concerts, workshops and dance. Contact
Carole Jackson, P.O. Box 20472, Portland,
OR. 97220.

II tues
West Sid e Discussion Group.
Working for Gay Rights: The Role of
Media . 8:30pm. Triangle Gay Community
Center. 3rd floor, 26 Ninth Ave. at 14th St.

NYC -
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Boston - Gay Deaf Club at MCC, 131
Cambridge St. This is our first meeting.
8pm.

Account No.

ANITA BRYANT & THE SOUTHERN
BAPTIST CONVENTION

.....
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Judge Denies Receiving Warning

.

Bonin Trial Continues
. By David Brill
BOSTON - As the misconduct trial
for suspended Superior Court Chief
Justice Robert M. Bonin continued last
week before the Massachusetts Su pre me
Judicial Court, officials of the Boston/
Boise Committee (BBC) have become
more and more concerned that there
are, in effect, two trials going on: The
first one is proceeding at the 13th floor
courtroom and the other, they charge, is
represented in the daily Boston news.
papers. (SeeGCN, last week.)
The most serious charge against the
jurist-,-- whether he did, in fact, receive
a warning from his administrative aide
not to attend the April 5 lecture by Gore
Vidal - · still remains a matter of
Bonin's word against that of the aide,
Francis X. Qrfanello. Orfanello claims
to have told Bonin that proceeds from
the event would benefit the 24 defendants in the so-called "Revere Sex-ring"
although Bon~n says Orfanello onlysaid
it was a gay rights fund raiser.
On June 9, Superior Court Judges
Kent B. Smith and John H. Meagher
testified that Orfanello told them he had
warned Bonin not to attend the lecture.
However, the first defense witness,
Francis M. Masuret - another courthouse aide - told the court on June 12
that he did not recall Orfanello's ever
warnin 6 Bonin not to attend the lecture.
Masuret added that Bonin told him, "I
don't know what all this excitement is
about," referring to a telephone call to
Orfanello by one of the defense attorneys in the Revere case.
The testimony most damaging to
Bonin came from Laur el Campbell, a
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Laurel Campbell
staff member at the Arlington Street
Church, who sold Bonin the tickets to
the lecture. Campbell said that Bonin
asked her a general question about the
nature of the Boston/Boise Committee
and she answered that it was a gay organization formed to combat the homophobic hysteria "following the Revere
indictments." However, when Bonin
took the stand in his own defense, he
said, "I didn't as.k her about ·the Boston/Boise Committee. We didn't
discuss it and nobody told me about it.
Period." His testimony was corrobor-, £
ated by Boston University professor
Thomas Lambert, who accompanied
the judge to purchase the tickets.
Lambert, under cross-examinat ion
by prosecutor Robert W. Meserve, said
the Vidal lecture was noisy and distracting, and made references to an ostensible transvestite in the crowd. He said
he never heard anything about the u<;e of

the evening's proceeds to benefit the
"Revere defendants." Meserve made
and
remarks
snide
repeatedly
rhetorically asked, "Do you remember
when we used to call them fairies,?''
BBC co-chairperson Tom Reeves told
the court numerous times that the group
is .not a defense committee, although
nearly every Boston media outlet continues to report otherwise. Reeves said
that BBC's sponsorship of the National
Jury Project - which is now, acc;ording
to committee sources, less certain than
ever - was not part of a defense strategy, but would be designed "so that the
whole gay community would benefit
from it." Reeves spetifically accused
the Boston Globe of ignoring the "ex- .
-tremely weak" and homophobia-ba sed
case against Bonin.
In his final statement offered on June
14, Bonin again denied he had any prior
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Justice Robert M. Bonin
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Robert W. Meserve

knowledge that the lecture was a defense
benefit. He explained that he was bored
by the speeches made, and that he could
not hear very much of what was · said
because "people were rushing up and
down the aisles and back and forth in
front of us .." and a man sitting behind
him "was talking to himself and shouting and laughing at rather inappropriate
times."
It was evident from its account of this
testimony that the Boston Hera/a
American was deliberately attempting
to paint the peopl~ who attended the
lecture as a motley collection. The paper
mentioned transvestites, a gay motorcycle club. and the man talking to himself.
Bonin added, "I'm brave~ I'm not
foolhardy. If f. knew i.t was a [defense]
fundraiser, I would not have attended.
. I believe that it was proper and
Continued on page 7

Charles Street Meetinghouse Closes
By Tony Domenick
The Charles Street
BOSTON Meetinghouse, center of a variety of
social and educational activities for
Boston's gay community, has officially
been declared for sale by the Unitarian
Universalist Association.
Rev. Randall Gibson, minister of the
church, is under legal jurisdiction to
leave the UUA's present location by
September 1, 1978. Although he says
the new site of the church will be in
Boston's downtown area, he denies rumors that the church will be moving to
his -B romfield Street apartment.
The Meetinghouse, having a long
history of financial difficulties, must

relocate for the following reasons: Expenses including utility bills, insurance
and maintenance costs exceed the income of the church, which depends
mainly on fundraising for its income.
Gibson told GCN, "We.simply can not'
afford this building anymore. It costs
$27,000 a year for the upkeep and
$15,000 just to put in new gutters: It
isn't worth the space we have to deal
with."
Gibson's involvement with the
Charles Street Meetinghouse began ten
years ago. Although he regrets the
move, he feels· the location of his meet- ·
inghouse is not as important as the
quality of the activities he wishes to
conduct. Randy has sponsored various

prayer meetings, fundraising drives
and dances serving not only the gay
community, but other groups as well.
He is solely responsible for the creation
o'f Project Lambda, a · program which
supports and sometimes houses gay
adolescents who, according to Gibson,
are unwelcome in their own homes. He
said, "One of the biggest problems in
my new location will be my inability to
house these kids because I will not have .
the room."
According to Meade Irwin, a church
board member, the Meetinghouse is
"primarily a socially concerneq urban
ministry attempting to relieve the pain
and suffering of any group that needs
help." The Meetinghouse has been

affiliated not only with gay concerns
but with the women's movement,
Black Panth~r groups, peace groups,
art groups and other minority constituencies. The church's Coffeehouse was
orginally formed to provide ~ meeting
place for gays and straights and to give
additional financial support to the
church as wJU. Sponsorship of the New
England Gay Conference, meeting
space for Gay Community News, formation of the Fitchburg Civic Center,
as well as campaign meetings for
Elaine Noble and Barney Frank are
occurred at the
some events that
Charles ·Street Meetinghouse.
Continued on page 7

Anita Bryant Appears ·At ·southe rn Baptist Convention
.

.

By Pamela Robbins
ATLANTA - Preceded by a year of
controversy, Anita Bryant addressed a
session of the Southern Baptist Convention here on June 11 - bringing
with her another campaign against
homosexuality.
Bryant urged pastors to take a stand
against "immorality" and claimed that
only a few men in this nation had
the backbone to "tell it like it is."
Stating further that fundamentalist
Christians will be punished if they fail
to take an outspoken stand on behalf
of their moral values, she advised the

congregation to "love homosexuals
because God loves all, regardless of
their weaknesses.''
Atlanta's gay community, said to be
the third largest in the nation, had been
organizing six weeks prior . to her
arrival. Ari estimated 4000 demonstrators gathered at the Atlanta World
Convention Center where the convention sessions are being held. According
to James Moody, cha:.-person of the
Social Awareness group of the Unitarian Universalist Association, the 4000
demonstrators proceeded to protest her
appearance in Georgia.

Moody told GCN that prior to the
demonstration he asked U. U .A. ministers to support the rally. He received
not only U.U.A. approval, but endorsements from other groups that had
previously remained uncommitted. "It
was a tremendous success," said
Moody, "spirits were high, and a
majority of people in Atlanta were for
us."
A group of 25 "Concerned Christians" chartered a bus from Charlotte,
N.C., to exhibit support for Bryant.
Police remained on the scene to keep
the two groups separated.

While Southern Baptists and other
have
"Bible-believin g . Christians"
carried the weight of Bryant's anti-gay
campaign, some church leaders have
mixed feelings about her stand. Jack
Harwell, editor -o f the Christian Index,
official publication of the Georgia
Baptist Convention, was quoted in the
Washington Post as saying, "Baptists
would never condone the practice of
homosexuality .''
Nominated Vice President ·
Bryant was nominated for the posi. tion of first vice president in the
· Continued on page 7

·!

News Notes
UNITARIAN GENERAL ASSEMBLY
BOSTON - The 17th annual General Assembly
of the Unitarian Universalist Association (UUA)
convenes during the week of June 19-24, at Boston
University. The denomination which has been
known for its activism in civil rights.causes, established an Office of Gay Concerns four years ago.
Members of the Office and the UUA's continental Gay Caucus have planned a full program of
workshops and other events. Office of Gay Concerns Director Robert Wheatley will describe the
recent demonstration in Atlanta in a workshop on
"Answering Anita Bryant at the local level."
Jn conjunction with the General Assembly, a '
Service of Community and Concern on the theme of
"The Gay Rights Recession" will be held on Friday,
June 23, at 8 p.m. in the sanctuary of the Arlington
Street Church, corner of Arlington and Boylston
Streets, in Boston. The public is invited.
Speaking on the theme will be William Reynard, Denver attorney and Colorado American Civil
Liberties Counsel. Reynard serves on the National
Board of the ACLU as Colorado representative and
has voluntarily represented the ACLU in rights
cases concerning loyalty oaths, conscientious objection, unfair and unequal treatment of gay persons. He was recently involved with the case of
'Rich v.
the Secretory of the Army,' co~testing
the discharge of a person because of sexual orien. tation.

APUZZO SPEAKS
NEW YORK CITY - Virginia (Ginny) Apuzzo,
wide-known advocate for the feminist and gay liberation movements, will address the Greater
Gotham Business Council at· its June 20th general
membership meeting to be held at Ice Palace 57, 57
W. 57th St., NYC. The title of
Apuzzo's talk will
be "No Losers, No Weepers." In describing her presentation,
Apuzzo stated, "What I'd like to
focus on is how the recent political losses around
the country impinge on me as on openly gay candidate for the state legislat~re . . . how my experience in this situation may reflect yet another stage .
in our development."
There is no admission charge for non-members. There will be a cash bar beginning at 7:00
p.m.; the business meeting and guest speaker will
begin at 8:00 p.m.
Apuzzo is a candidate for the New York
State Assembly from the 57th Assembly Di;;trict in
Brooklyn. She is currently Supervisor of the English
as a Second Language Program at the Haitian Center in Brooklyn and is presently a doctoral candidate at Fordham University in Politics of Urban Education.

BAY VILLAGE MURDER TRIAL
BOSTON - The tdal of three South Boston men
charged in the brutal death of a 20-yeor-old South
End man three years ago in Boston's Boy Village
section concluded last week in Suffolk Superior
Court. Paul Lafferty, Joseph Breen, and Frederick
O'.Brien hod been charged with the murder of Juan
Poscocio Claudio, as the victim was leaving
Jacques Lounge on Morch 30, 1975.
Superior Court Judge Paul J. Garrity ordered a
directed verdict of acquittal for Breen on a motion
by ddense counsel Jock Zolkind, after no eyewitnesses could specifically implicate him in the brawl
when the gang smashed a concrete brick over
Poscocio's head. A directed verdict i_n a murder
case is considered extremely unusual, although
Breen is pres~ntly serving time at the Suffolk
County House of Correction for other offenses.
The jury returned a verdict of not guilty for
Lafferty, but was unable to reach a verdict on
O'Brien. -Boston Police Homicide Det. · Sgt. Fronk
Whalen said that o new trial for O'Brien will have to
be held later this year.

SUMMER SOLSTICE FESTIVAL
CAMBRlDGE Women Against Violence in
Pornography and Media ore sponsoring the Summer Solstice Fire Festival on June 23 at 9 p.m., on
Magazine Beach here.
W.A. V. primarily consists of lesbians and
bisexual women who are concerned with pornographic heterosexism, and its results in terms of
sexual hostility in crime and lock of freedom for
women.
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ANTI-SEMITISM MARCH
BOSTON - The Boston Committee to Challenge Anti-Semitism is sponsoring a march and
rally on Sunday, June 25, 1978, to protest the
actions of the Nazi-uniformed demonstrators
scheduled to march the some day in Skokie, Illinois. Beginning at 12:00 (noon) in Government Center, the march will proceed to Copley Square where
a rally will take place at 1:00 p.m.
\ _
'
The Boston Committee to Challenge Anti-Semi tism was originally formed in response to the anticipated Nazi marches in Skokie in April, 1978. It is
composed of Jews and non-Jews-whose purpose is
to educate those in the Boston area about antiSemitism, to act against its various manifestations
and to oppose the rise of the new Right. The Skokie
march is only one of an increasing number of
attacks on minority groups by organizations such as
· the Ku Klux Klan and the Nationa_l Socialist White
People's Party.

ANTI-BRIGGS FUND INITIA.TED
SAN FRANCISCO, CA. - Sa'n Francisco City Supervisor Harvey Milk and San Francisco State University Professor Solly Gearhart have formed "The
Fund to Defeat _
t he Briggs Initiative." The Briggs initiative, which will appear on the November 1978
state ballot, would requre local school -boards to
fire school ernployees thought to be gay or gayrights supporters.
Several anti-Briggs campaigns have already
been formed, and many smaller, local campaigns
will also be starting. Recognizing this, Gearhart
and Milk believe that there is a need for on organization to raise funds and distribute them to the
many campaigns.
The Fund will not be doing actual campaign
work, but instead will try to help finance local campaigns and also funnel money to the larger, statewide efforts.
Milk said, "There ore many people who ore not
familiar with the existing groups and who wont to
send money to fight Briggs. However, they ore not
sure where it should go or be used. Those ore the
people we will try to bring in."
John Schmidt, President of the Golden Gate
Business Association and the Fund's treasurer, will
join efforts with Milk and Gearhart on this campaign.
·
The mailing address for those who would like
to send contributions is: One United Notions Plaza,
Please make checks
Son Francisco, CA. 941.
available to: The Fund . to Defeat the Briggs Initiative.

NATIONAL LESBIAN ARTS
FESTIVAL
SAN FRANCISCO - The Notional lesbian Arts
Festival will be held at the Top Floor Gallery, 330
Grove Street, San Francisco, CA on September 1,
1978 through October 8, 1978.
The curators of this event are seeking draw-'
ings, graphics, mixed media, pointing, photography, printing, sculpture and textiles for the di_vision of Visual Arts. · Performing Arts will include
dance, theater, conceptual artists, and entertainers. For more information, contact Nikki Schrager
at (415) 431-3356, or write
Floor Gallery, 330
Grove Street, San Francisco, CA 94102.

Top

KITT SINGS FOR GAYS
WASHINGTON, DC _ Singer · and actress
Eartha Kitt will give a concert to benefit The Goy
Vote '78 Projects of the Gertrude Stein Democratic
Club of Washington, DC. Money raised will be used
to support candidates in the Washington area who
support gay rights. Among key offices involved in
this year's election are mayor and president of the
City Council. (One candidate for City Council President has referred to "fascist faggots" and vowed to
attempt to oveturn the City's strong gay rights ordinance).
The Gay Vote '78 Benefit will feature
Kitt
performing a full concert with orchestra. The event
will take place at the Warner Theatre, 13th and E
Streets, N.W. in Washington on June 26 at 8 p.m.
Tickets are reserved seating at $30 (includes a
reception with
Kitt),$20, $15, $10, and $7.50.
They are available at all DC Ticketron locations;
con be charged through "Ticket by Telephone" at
(202) 737-2220; or are available by mail order at
5615 Nevada Ave., N.W ., Washir,gton, DC 20015.
Checks should be mode payable to GSDC.

PARTY FOR BARNEY
BOSTON - A dinner and party in honor of Rep.
Barney Frank has been scheduled for Monday evening, July 31, at 6:00 p.m., at The House Restaurant, 12 Wilton St., Allston. Tickets for the fullcourse dinner ore now on sole for $35. Reservations
may be ma·de by mail by sending checks, payable
to the Committee to Re-elect Barney Fronk, to P.0.
Box 368, Allston, MA 02134.
For those who ore unable to attend the dinner,
there will be a party afterward at The Delivery
Entrance. Guest d-j's will operate the turntables
and the Special Guest Bartender will be Rep.
Barney Fronk ..

GUILTY
WASHINGTON, DC. -:-- Michael G. Simoneau,
the 17-yeor-old youth accused of robbing and kill- ing a former aide to Rep. Morris Udall at the lwo
Jimo Memorial in Arlington; Oct. 2, 1976, was
found guilty ofter six hoors of deliberation by the
Arlington Circuit Court.
Simoneau could receive 20 years to life in
prison on the murder conviction, and two to 10
years for attempted robbery, pending the scheduled. sentencing on July 21 of this year.
Sirnoneau's attorney, John A. Keats, said he will
appeal, yet told the fury during the trial, "This man
is guilty. There is no question about that. He's here
to take his punishment." The attorney's plea, howver, was for a conviction of manslaughter (kiliing
without malice, committed in the -heat of passion)
for which t~e maximum punishment is 10 years.
Simoneau, who testified he hod not intended
to kill anyone, said he only hod the intention to
"harass and humiliate homosexuals." The youth
was tried as on adult, and added in his testimony
that his "encounter" with the deceased occurred on
his 16th birthday.

LESBIAN PA VS
TEMPORARY ALIMONY
SAN -DIEGO, CA - A court· ha~ ordered a
21-year-old lesbian to pay $100 a month in temporary support to her lover.
The couple exchanged vows in a ceremony on
Feb: 17 in San Diego Community Church and according to Sherry Richardson, 23, signed on agreement giving each other· one-half of all property
accumulated during the relationship. In addition,
she said that she agreed in writing to perform "all
the duties of a housewife" while being supported
by Denise Conley.
Superior Court Judge Byron F. Lindsley accepted the agreement which also gives Richardson
a shore of Conley's military retirement benefits.

PICNIC FOR GAY RIGHTS
MADISON, WI. - A picnic supporting gay
rights will be held on Saturday, June 24 sponsored
by the gay community here.
The purpose of the picnic is to raise fonds to
fight a possible anti-gay referendum which could
be held next spring. The picnic will be held in Brittingham Park, corner of West Washington and Pork
Streets in Madison from noon to 7 p.m.
The anti-gay campaign is being conducted by
Rev. Wayne Dillabough, pastor of the North Port
-Baptist Church, who wants to repeal Madison's gay
rights ordinance. The minister has prom'ised to
name hor:nosexuals and communists in the community and in local politics.

N.O.W. CONFERENCE
PLAINFIELD, VT. - The Vermont National Organization for Worn en will hold its first Vermont
State Conference on June 17, 1978 at the Hoyborn
Theater, Goddard College, Plainfield, Vermont.
Registration will begin at 9 a.m., with activities
starting at 10 a.m. There will be guest speakers, including Madeline Kunin, announced candidate for
Lt. Governor, as well as feminist workshops, all
beginning at 2 p.m.
For further information, contact Valerie Eckart
at (802) 223-5819.

HEALTH COLLECTIVE PROJECT
BOSTON The Gay Health Collective will
soon be announcing a new project which will make
free, convenient VD testing available to a larger
' segment of the gay community. In order to do this,
they are in need of volunteers who are qualified to
draw blood samples. If you can help, please give
them a call at (617) 267-7573.

Guzzi Announces Candidacy
BOSTON - The race for ·the Uemocratic nomination for U.S. Senate
heated up further last week as Secretary of State Paul Gl'lzzi announced his
cand.idacy, making him the seventh annouced candidate. Guzzi, who ousted
ex-Secretary John F.X. Davoren in
1974 with considerable gay support,
was also the state's top vote-getter in
the final election, and is now the only
senatorial aspirant with statewide
. exposure.
Ironically, Rep. Elaine Noble-who
was running her own first campaign in
1974-was among the first in the local
gay cc::Jmmunity to back Guzzi's candidacy. With Robert Dow, ex-head of
the Homophile Union of Boston,

clear," Bunte told GCN.

Noble led dozens of gay delegates to
the state's liberal endorsing convention
that year, and helped push Guzzi to a
3-2 victory over Davoren in the Democratic primary.
Meanwhile,Noble herself,was the object of severe criticism by leaders of
local black community last week, following her demands that Sen. Edward ·
W. Brooke resign from office if he
cannot "clear up his finances." Rep.
Doris Bunte (D-Roxbury), chairperson
of the Massachusetts Black Caucus,,
called Noble's statement · "a cheap
shot."
"If I decide to judge him (Brooke)
on his record, and Elaine on hers, I
think the choice · would be pretty

Rep. Mel King (D-South End), one
of the legislature's most important gay .
rights supporters who is now said to be
angry at Noble (with whom he shares
his office), declined any comment on
her request that Brooke resign. King
told GCN, "I just hope people
understand that he has produced."
The entry of Guzzi into the race does
·not change the position of Rep. Barney
Frank, although the state secretary is a
•c1ose personal friend of his. Frank
\explained that he has committed himself as an endorser of the Noble
candidacy for the Democratic Primary.

Word Of Life Provokes Gays
By Don Barrett
and Tom Hurley
BINGHAMTON, NY
Gay
groups in this southern New York State
city turned down an invitation to a
counter-demonstration at a "God,
Country and Decency" rally last May
21. 'Fhe invitation came from the Rev.
Larry A. Maxwell of the Binghamton
Open Bible Church, who was acting at
the suggestion of Jack Wyrtzen and
Harry Bollback, co-directors of Word
of Life International. This conservaJ
tive, fundamentalist group with headquarters in Schroon Lake, NY, organized this and similar rallies in other
cities. After inviting the gay groups,
Maxwell told the police that gay people
might be demonstrating. The police,
however, did not feel any action was
nece~sary.
The Broome County Gay Alliance,
the Harpur Gay Alliance of the State
University of New York (SUNY) here,
and other lesbian and gay groups all
refused to demonstrate. The only sign
of gay protest was a box of five live
chickens left by individuals at the rally
site. A sign on the box read, "Gays
won't take the bait.''
The rally at the Broome County
Veterans Memorial Arena, which seats
2000,. attracted about 500 people,
according to the Binghamton SunBul/etin. One police officer was stationed at the site.
The rally promised, among other
things, the taped presence of Anita
Bryant and the live presence of a choir
called "100 Collegians." Only about
20 students of the Word of Life Bible
Institute performed, and a taped Anita
Bryant appeared singing .
"The Battle Hymn of the Republic."
Wyrtzen, who, according to Maxwell is
an advisor to Bryant, asked the

spectators to sign notes to President
Carter stating, "I wish to express my
concern over all the illicit sex,
homosexuality, violence, drinking,
swearing, and blasphemous statements against the Bible, Jesus Christ
and the New Birth on television ,"
The Broome County Gay Alliance
charges that Wyrtzen, Bollback, and
Maxwell attempted to create a violent
situation between the local gay community and~ the Binghamton police
department.
.
This charge results from Maxwell's
speaking to three lesbians at the SUNY
Women's Center. Claudia, one of the
women he approached, told GCN, "A
secretary brought this man over to
where the three of us were sitting. He
wanted to speak to gays in the county
about the rally. He virtually invited us
to have a counter-demonstration. He
was very cordial. He was trying to get
to us on a real personal level. He told
us that we should not make lewd remar ks, but that this was a real invitation to have our own voice.''
Maxwell told GCN that he had been
asked by Wyrtzen and Bollback to seek
out local gay groups- and invite them to
demonstrate at the rally, which he described as "pro-family," not "antihomosexual." "We knew there had
been counter-demonstrations," . ,he
said. "It wasn't very friendly in
Portland."
In Portland, Maine, .65 lesbians and
gay men first demonstrated outside
and then, .at Wyrtzen's invitation,
entered the Word of Life rally. At one
point they brought the rally to a
momentary halt by shouting slogans
and waving signs. When one fundamentalist threatened to strike a

protestor, p~lice asked the demonrally inside they needed us outside. I
strators to leave. There has been at
don't think it's fair to say he tried to
least one other gay demonstration at a
create a violent situation, but we were
Word of Life rally. Last March about
afraid of a violent situation."
20 persons demonstrated peacefully in
William Francis, a member of the
1
Ithaca, NY.
Broome County Gay Alliance, explainMaxwell told GCN, "I told the [gay]
ed to GCN that '' At first we thought it
groups not to demo·nstrate loudly, not
would be a good idea to der:nonstrate,
to make lewd gestures." He also told
but as we thought about it, we began to
lesbians that ·rally leaders would be
worry about media exposure in this
willing to talk with gay people.
small community." The Alliance memMaxwell again denied his motive was
bers . prepared leaflets to distribute
to provoke violence. "Bollback had
outside the rally, but when they found
had a bad experience in Maine. They
that Maxwell had warned the police,
were making lewd gestures and being
they decided not to hold an organized
disruptive. So we just said, 'Let's play
demonstration.
it safe'." He admits that he also went
The only sign of gay protest was the
to the police and "mentioned · that
box of five live chickens. In addition to
there had been trouble in other towns.
the sign reading "Gays won't take the
But the police said they didn't anbait," there was a statem.ent entitled
ticipate any trouble."
"Nobody Here But Us Chickens." The
There appe;us to be a discrepancy
statement explained that the box was
between Maxwell's story and the
left by individuals, not by a group, and
chronology of events. According to
continued, ''The Word of Life is using
Claudia, Maxwell contacted her only
deception, scare tactics and dirty tricks
once, no later than May 11. The Portto accomplish its goals. We recognize
land incident, which Maxwell used as
the truth abo~t Jack Wyrtzen and his
evidence of "trouble in other towns,"
'decency campaign.' So, we have no
occurred on Sunday, May 14. When
intention of accepting his invitation to
asked how Word of Life officials could
demonstrate. Instead, we are sending
have requested him to prevent
these chickens to show him what we
''trouble'' like that in Portland when ' think of his 'God, Country and
the Portland event had not yet taken
Decency'."
place, Maxwell , explained that he
Francis, who told GCN the chickens
wasn't sure of his dates and that
were delivered by number of lesbians
perhaps Wyrtzen and Bollback were
acting on their own initiative, comreferring to other incidents.
mented that he "wasn't too thrilled
Claudia agreed that Maxwell "did
about it, but we used their clowning to
not invite me to be violent, but -the
get more publicity." The whole story
motive for inviting us was perhaps to
received major . coverage in the local
.create a violent situation, and that's
papers and television news. Francis
why we didn't picket - for safety·
described media coverage throughout
reasons. But they were also looking for
the incident as favorable to the gay
more publicity. ·To have a successful
community.

a

Texas Gay Conference
'

By Tony Domenick

DALLAS, TX - About 500 lesbians
and gay men last weekend attended the
fifth annual Texas Gay Conference,
which was sponsored by the Texas Gay
Task Force.
the theme of the conference, "Education Before Legislation," featured
workshops on different aspects of gay
_and lesbian lifestyles and how they
apply to the human rights issue. Some of
the topics included: "How the law
afffects homosexuality," "Lesbian,
Feminism and Therapy toward Relat-

.

ing," "Teachers and Homosexuality,"
and "The Bible and Homosexuals."
Featured guest speakers included
Harvey Milk, San Francisco City Supervisor, and Don Armadon, gay liaison to
the Los Angeles commu.nity, ·, spoke
on' 'Gay Social and Cultural Roots.''
The aim of the Texas Gay Task Force,
according to Kathy Deitsch, moderator,
is ''To educate the public about who we
are and to repeal the section of the Texas
Legislative Penal Code that criminalizes
homosexuality." Last year the Texas
Legislature
introduced
and
subsequently passed a bill prohibiting
gay college groups to have equal partici-

pation on Texas campuses. As a result,
the group's primary objective is to
reform the legislative process. Through
maintaining a communication network
to unify lesbians and gay men in Texas,
the Task Force stimulated 3,000 voters
to register in last May's primary. ·
The Task Force has outlined a five
point program for the 6~ Legislative
Session in January, 1979. Lobbying
plans include: .
·
• Continuing to identify human rights
supporters including the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU), gay teachers
groups and women's groups;
• Taking the initiative to build coali-

tions for humar, rights groups;
• Developing a ·comprehensive communication program to reach out to,
grass roots persons and keep them informed on effective ways to work with
local legislation;
• Establishing a co-sexual office team
in Austin [the state capital];
• Raising $25,000 for the legislative
goals.
Commenting on the overall success of
the conference, Deitsch said, "There
· was an obvious sense of common
purpose here. I can say that we · did
achieve our goal which was to bring the
Texas gay community together.''
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editorial
Will Boston Forget the Meaning of Gay Pricle?
This week begins the ninth annual celebration of gay pride throughout this
country. Many people look over the events of the past year and wonder if there's
anything worth celebrating: The loss of civil rights in St. Paul? Wichita? Eugene?
If the Lesbian and Gay Pride March is meant as a giant victory party, let's call the
guests and tell them to stay at home. This has not been a year of victories.
But gaypeopkhave never marched to celebrate victorie~. Did 400,000 people
march in San r·rancisco last year because gay people won in Dade County? Did
hundreds of lesbians rally on Mother's Day in Boston to celebrate victories in
lesbian mother custody cases? And what were we celebrating when we paraded
ourselves in front of the Boston Public Library this spring? The nature of gay
marches has never bee-n to enjoy gains we have made within an oppressive system.
Since the beginnings of gay liberation ten years ago, gay men and lesbians have had
to march to gain reforms and abate violence apd harassment. The mass demonstration has served the community well, but let us not forget how it has served us.
Almost a decade ago, the New York City police made one of their routine
raids on the Stonewall bar, a gay bar in Greenwich Village. In 1969 these kinds of
raids were commonplace. Police would select a bar, surround the building with a
few squad cars, and enter the building in force. Arrests and beatings would. follow.
When the police raided the Stonewall on this particular June night, they were
greeted with a surprise. Instead of allowing themselves to become victims of police
violence, the gay men in the bar spontaneously fought back. They shouted back
insults, threw bottles and cans, and joined in angry fist-fighting against the cops.
In the scuffle, they succeeded in locking the cops inside the bar and throwing garbage, rocks, and flaming torches through' the windows at them. The rebellion had
begun.

•

•

community v~1ces
•

against gay rights
To the editor:
To say that I am malcontent would be an
understatement. I have been reading GCN off
and on for several years. In the 'past year, my
dissatisfaction with the gay movement has increased lo the pofnt that I have little time to be
upset by straight society. It is reasonable to say
that I am very dissatisfied with the malcontent
self-appointed spokespeopole of the gay community who have in the name of equal rights, managed to begin tl)e destruction of the gay community.
As it stands now, I would probably vote
against gay rights if it were on the ballot as a
preventive measure against future demands that I
find unreasonable. The reason for such a
heartbreaking decision iies. with children and
adolescents. My decision is forti fed by the
complaints from adolescents that I've had as
students concerning their gay teachers and
counselors d~mands to actively incorporate
homosexuality into the classroorp and the
increasing demand to tolerate pederasts.
Most adolescents that I've talked with, whether they be students or adolescents living in the
streets, are vety disturbed by the intrusion of
homosexuality in their lives. The students were
upset by teachers and counselors who attempt to
seduce them. The street children were upset
because they are forced into hustling and
engaging in homo.s exual activities to survive.
And, I don't blame them. This is the cheapest
and most prevalent form of proselytizing. ::rhe
only common denominator for both groups was
the attitude that ies all right to be gay if that's
what you want, but don't force it on them. That
is not an unreasonable request.
Adolescents are going through the most
painful stage of life. They are not children and
they are not adults. It is the period of life where
intellect and emotion must merge in order to
chart a course for a successful and fulfilling
adu1thood. And, it is a period in which they must
make the decision concerning the cours~ of their
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life with the least guidance and influence. It is the
period in which they must make their first important decision concerning their lives.
It is a fact that mi'sery loves company. But,
must company include children and adolescents?
I think not. Those who do should be pitied.
However, pity should not detract from the fact
that involving children and adolescents in misery
is criminal and should be treated as such.
Yours truly,
John Fitzgerald Jr.
Boston

fro·m indonesia
Dear GCN:
The United State Information Service gave me
your association as one of the most suitable one
for me to get in touch with some of Americans
who is seeking a typical oriental man, dark skin,
brown eyes, 5,6 and 55 k-g, non-effeminate, sincere, reliable, good looking and in 28 but 8 years
look younger.
I intend to spend my holliday sometime in November or Decembr in Bali and will be happy to
get companion from white American ages 21-48
·
years old gay.
I enjoy reading, travelling, corespondencing,
music (country, semi-cla~sic, sweet), sport (te_n.
nis and. swimming).
If there isn't any of them on list for the above
trip I will be very grateful to get some of them for
correspondencing as I intend to · take a graduate
in USA early 1979.
Your cooperation in this mat_ter will be greatly
appreciated.
Yours sincerely,
S.B. Yoyan
18 JLN Sultan
Menteng-Jakarta,
Indonesia
P.S. I prefer with their photos but not necessary.

APOLOGIES
The Lesbian and Gay Pride Week
Workshop Committee apologizes to
the producers of the Benefit Concert
for the Music in Women Series. This
should not ·have been included in.. our .
calendar. It - is being produced inde-

pendently by MCI Framingham strictly
to enlarge the recreational program
there.

harvard's
11
class fag".
Dear GCN!
I write to you mainly because, kids, I think
you're bias but you're doing things Right?
I was a member of the 25th class of Harvard
University, and I want to get that off my hands.
On Wednesday, June 7, and part of June 8th I
was attending a party at Dudley House . Two
men called me "Hugh Allen Jr. the class fag." In
my Autobiography for the 25th reunion I had
mentioned my 15 years opposal to the Vietnam
War and my allegations. So I expected the fag
baiting. It was the back of anti-Vietnam work
. that I expected to j:,e criticized for. I've been
called a "mick" and a "harp" all my life. To be
called the "class fag" has a certain prominence.
On Wednesday night June 8 and Thursday
morning, June 9th I was ostracized. Dr. Michael
Halbertam, shook my hands, I saw two gay men
wanting Lo but not doing so. It was very lonely. I
was told I could not have a companion there, at .
co .. ;mencement, who is my lover. I was very ·
angry both times because John whom I love and
who loves me couldn't get a little badge.
On Commencement Day, l arrived in the
afternoon in a three piece suit. I marched with
my clss·. Though, I knew mny were uncomfortble
with me: A leftist Fag and Irish.
I heard President Bok's apology to the alumni
for investments in South Africa, well he needed
"profit."
Then, I heard Alexander Solzhenitsyn condemned .the Roman Catholic Church, the Renaissance, the Reformation, the Humanism of the

..
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Reinforcements did arrive and eventually many arrests w_ere made, but the
spirit of Stonewall had been kindled. The statement had been made: Gay people
would no longer accept harassment from the police force. Oppression would be
met by anger. Violence would be met by community outrage. The closet door
sw~rng.open wide and_gay liberation emerged with a clenched fist.
·
· The nine years since Stonewall have shown us that we will not gain our rights
easily. Every step of the way the American system is fighting us - in the police de~
partments, in the legislatures, in the courts. A police raid on a bar is now a rare
occurrence. Gay peoplchaveshown that we will -not tolerate it. It is by showing the
strength of our community - a strength built on our increasing numbers and our
increasing anger - that real changes will occur.
This year in Boston gay people have been entrapped in tfre public library,
denied custody of their children, slandered by the press, harassed by police,
refused admission to restaurants, fired from their jobs, and attacked on city
streets. We cannot afford to forget the lessons of Stonewall. We cannot afford
golitical apathy. It is nice to attend Gay Pride picnics and carnivals and street fairs
and ball games, but let us reserve mass community marches for political goals.
In Los Angeles this week, lesbians and gay men will be marching.to show their
solidarity against the Briggs initiative. In New York thousands will march in
support of the city-wide gay rights bill. In Boston, let us march together to end the
repeated attacks on lesbians and gay men throughout our city. For this is the true
meaning of gay pride: Pride arising from the courage and strength to stand up and
fight for the right to live and love as we choose. We fought pine years ago at
Stonewall and we are still fighting today. Happy Lesbian & Gay Pride Week!
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18th century, the Democracy of the nineteent:1
and twentieth centuries. l talked to an American
of Russian extraction, a real conservative. And
he said "Aleksander wants to be czar."
I concluded with this idea, maybe we're soft maybe we're democratic but isn't that what ihe
founding fathers in their 18th century Humanism
meant? That we should be a pluralistic society
founded on "life liberty and the pursuit of happiness."
is there anything wrong with Jesus saying,
"Blessed are the week for they shall seek the
,inner party."
On Wednesday and Thursday l objected to
men calling their wives "girls." I was looked on '
as a cook.
What has happened to corporate capitalism?
All those folks are frightened? and only a
straight physician, brother of the Journalist,
David, shook my hand.
, I wrote to President Bok and asked that I be
totally disconnected from
four years at Harvard. That my cum laude was a joke, it terms of
the present Universities' fascism.
Read "Biko" by Donald Woods. It's happening day by day in Suffolk Superior Court. Maybe
they'll all beat us about the head two m: four
times as the South African Police did to Stephen
Biko.
Fondly,
Ronnie Allen

my

a·s ylum demand
Dear GCN,
I think it is about time for us to demand asylum from the ·united States and it's police and
such appeal should be brought before the General Council of the U. N.
Terry Murphy
Denver, Colorado
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(.-._ _____co_n_n_t_a_c_t
By Nick Olcott ____
NEW HA VEN, CT. - Organizational matters and plans for action in
upcoming weeks occupied the Connecticut Gay Task Force at its meeting,
held on Sunday, June 11, in the offices
of the Gay Alliance at Yale and Yalesbians in New Haven. Members made
plans for an informational picket line
in front of New Haven Mayor Frank
Logues' office during Gay Pride Week
and discussed possible actions for the
Fourth of July celebration in ~ew
Haven. The Task Force also heard reports about the discussion of gay rights
in the New Haven Community-Labor
Alliance, and also on the gay rights
ordinance in Hartford. Peter Rondino
of New Haven informed the group
about the video tape project already
underway in Connecticut, and the Task
Force discussed and ratified its bylaws
and elected officers for the next year.
June 22 was set as the date for a
picket line in front of Mayor Logues'
office on Church Street in New Haven.
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The Mayor has maintined on a local
radio station that a gay rights ordinance is unnecessary for the city, because there is no discrimination against
gays. The C.G.T.F. will join the New
Haven Feminist Union and the New
Haven chapter of the New American
Movement in the Coalition for Gay
Pride Week to protest the Mayor's in. difference to the needs of the city's gay
citizens. The Coalition will pic.ket from
4:30 to 5:30 p.m. and distribute literature informing the public of discrimi'
nation against gays.
State Co-Coordinator Don Zajac reported that the gays rights ordinance in
Hartford has •been tabled indefinitely
by the City Council. The Hartford Regional Group of the Task Force plans
to concentrate its efforts on the passage of an equal opportunity ordinance,
prohibiting discrimination in employment on the basis of race, sex, national
origin, creed, or sexual preference.
Hartford . has at the moment no such
ordinance.

Gay Man Given Security Clearance
WASHINGTON, DC - A Massachusetts gay mah was granted a "Confidential" security clearance last week by
the U.S. Departmenfof Defense (DOD)
and will b·e permitted to continue in his
job with a DOD contractor. The man's
attorney, Richard Rubino of Boston,
explained that the decision to grant the
security clearance was very .significant
because the man ·had been discharged
from the Army for being gay and also
had three arrests for homosexual acts in
recent years.
According to Washington gay activist
Frank Kameny, an expert in government security clearance matters, it was
routine until 1975 for DOD agencies to
reject applicants for security clearances
whowerelgay on the grounds that they
woul'd be subject to blackmail. Kameny,
who was denied a security clearance

himself on such grounds, successfully
challenged the procedure by arguing
that if a person is openly gay, there
could be no way to blackmail him .or
her.
Rubino told.GCN that the man had
held numerous temporary positions
with DOD contractors . but had to leave
all o( them for fear that an Industrial
Security Clearance Review of the Defense Logistics Agency would reject his
security clearance application if he ap- .
plied for a permanent position. On
March 30, the man was interviewed by
Eugene Back, -department counsel in the
Boston office of the Defense Logistics
Agency and interrogated· on the subject
of his homosexuality. Rubino proved
that there was no basis for the fear that
the man could be blackmailed.
"He has nothing to hide anymore,"
Rub.ino said.

North End Murder
BOSTON - The search for an Anmatter, and was subsequently turned
dover gay man who had been missing
over the Reading authorities. He again
for more than five months ended last , told the story,· and Reading called Disweek when a North End man walked
trict One. When Boston officers arinto the Provincetown police station at
rived this second time, they searched
1:00 a.m. on June 11 and told police
Puopolo's apartment and ultimately
officers he had to get something "off
located a corpse which had been
his chest." His bizarre story, which
wrapped in a plastic bag and placed in
. ~as at first disbelieved by local authora locked metal cabinet. Puopolo was
ities, resulted in the arrest of the North
immediately charged with murder:
End man and his roommate for the
Det. Lt. Arthur Kelly of Boston
murder of James Sheard, 35, of AnPolice Homicide Unit told GCN that
dover. ·
the victim's throat had been tied up
Wiano "Bobby" Snellman, 31, told
and that, according to Sn.ellman's conProvincetown police that he and Louis
fession - which Kelly described as an
"attack of conscience" - the telePuopolo, 47, both of Endicott Street,
, phone rang during sex and bot~ he and
North-End, had met Sheard in late JanPuopolo went to answer it, forgetting
uary at a Boston gay bar and invited
that Sheard was choking in the next
him to their home for sex. Puopolo
room. Snellman conceded that Puoand Snellman left the room and when
polo's complicity in the matter was
they returned, he said, Sheard was
limited to. concealing the dead body
dead. Provincetown police asked deand that he (Snellman) was respon.sJible
tectives at Boston Police District One
for the murder.
to check the Endicott Street location
Puopolo and Snellman were both arfor a dead body, but Boston police enraigned on June 12 in Boston Municitered the wrong apartment and found
pal Court. Bail on Puopolo was set at
nothing.
$10,000 surety, while bail on Snellman
However, Snellman had an outwas set at $100,000. Their cases were
standing warrant for him with the
continued until June 26.
Reading (MA) police on an unrelated

Katherine Kennedy of New Haven
reported on a meeting of the New
Haven Community-Labor Alliance, an
ad-hoc coalition of labor unions and
community groups which formed in
the fall of, 1977 to support the striking
blue-collar union at Yale and which is
now forming an on-going body for
political action in the city. · In the
process of formulating its platform,
the Alliance became involved in a
heated discussion about whether they
should include sexual preference in the
non-discrimination clause. When the
vote was too:close.for a definite decision, the group -changed the wording to
"any unfair discrimination". Members
of the C.G.T.F. will attend future
meetings of the Community-Labor
Alliance to introduce ·a more specific
formulation.

Peter Rondino of New Haven reported on the progress of the video
program begun last year, when members taped interviews with New Haven
residents about the gay rights · issue
during the week of the Dade County
vote. The group has made additional
tapes since that time and plans to continue its work with a grant from the
Haymarket Foundation. They hope to
use the finished videotape as an education tool for programs in the area and
possibly on television.
After making minor changes in the
.wording, the C.G.T.F. ratifjed its by°•
laws and elected officers. All the pres:ent officers were re-elected. Dai
Thompson and Don Zajac will serve as
state
co-coordinators,
Cassandra
Smoots as secretary, and Robin Messinger as treasurer.

DID YOU SEE 1
This commentary, entitled "Who's
Afraid of Gays?" by Robert Claiborne
appeared in The ✓New York Times on
June 14, 1978:

My wife and I have a few homosexual friends, and they are pleasant
enough fellows. But as potential sexual
partners they just aren't there so far as
I'm concerned. My reaction to the
thought of sex with them (or with any
Several years of agitation for "gay
rights" have, predictably, generated a
other man) is about the same as to the "
countermovement. Homosexuality is
thought of being served a sawdust-ontoasted-cardboard sandwich for lunch:
now being denounced in press and pultotal lack- of appetite. ·
pit, and communities that only a year
or two ago outlawed anti-gay discrimiAccording to all the sex surveys, my
nation are now repealing these ordiboyhood excursion into homosexuality
was (and is) pretty common: Well over
nances by top-heavy votes.
This new, virtually nationwide attack
half the American male population has
on homosexuals rests on two main arhad similar experiences. So how come
guments: God disapproves of them,
they're not gay - and how come I'm
and "they are after our children" not?
meaning'tha~the gays are plotting to seSome gays, along with some of their
duce our innocent kids and turn them
well-meaning apologists, assert that
sexual preference is innately ambiguinto monsters.
The first argument is hard for me to
ous and unformed, determined entirely
deal with. Since I am not all that sure
by the environment that a child grows
what God thinks, · I find it almost imup in. Some of the most ferocious antipossible to reason with people who
gays evidently agree, judging by their
know what He thinks. When it comes
evident terror that their children will be
to the second argumerit - that homo"converted" to the gay way.
sexuality is somehow contagious,
To me, this is· nonsense, no matter
spread by personal contact - I am on _ who says ,it. Heterosexuality is built
much firmer ground. I know this is a ·
into the human genes, as it is into those
lot of malarkey - and I know it from
of every other higher animal. Meri are
attracted to women, and vice-versa, for
personal experience.
If contact with homosexuals and/ or
the same powerful evolutionary
seduetion by them can turn a heteroreasons that they are attracted to water
sexual boy into a homosexual man, I
when they are thirsty and food when
ought to be as "queer" as the proverthey are hungry: Without these powerbial $3 bill. In fact, I have been happily
ful attractions, the human race would
married for many years, and if my eye
long ago have perished, from thirst,
ever wanders .it inv.a riably wanders tohunger or failure to reproduce.
ward women, not men.
Why this normal and almost inevitAs a kid I was what some people
able attraction is transferred, in a miwould consider a good candidate for
n6rity of men and women, to members
"gaydom." While not quite a 97of their own sex is a question I can't
pound weakling, I was skinny, wore
answer with any certainty - nor, I
glasses, and was perhaps the_ only .
think can anyone else. My own suspiAmerican boy of my generation who
cion (for reasons too complicated to set
never learned to catch a baseball. For
forth . here) is that a hormone disturbance during prenatal life may have
these reasons, among others, I presomething to do with it. But whatever
ferred reading and music to more traditional masculine pursuits such as
the reason or reasons, contact - even
sports and fighting with my peers.
sexual contact - with homosexuals
When I was 11, I was "seduced" at
isn't one of them. I don't believe for a
boarding school by an older boy. The
minute that most homosexuals are
details aren't particularly important,
"after our children" - anymore than
and in any case are not all that clear in
most heterosexuals are. But even if
my mind some 40 years later. Suffice it
they were, it wouldn't make any differto say that for something like a year
ence. Most kids would still grow up
thereafter I enjoyed - and that is the
straight, and those who didn't would
word - homosexual relationships with
almost certainly have gone gay - in or
nearly half a dozen boys. I also, if it
out of the closet - in any case. Human
counts for anything, had nons~xual
heterosexuality has been going on far
contact with one or two homosexual
to long - several million years - to be
teachers. _
threatened by gay rights.
As a result of. this, by the time I was
Robert Claiborne is writing a book on
15- or so my sexual interests had bethe high cost of health.
come completely focused on girls.
They have ·stayed that way ever since,
though the girls have long become
women of course.
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Abortion Action Coalition
By Nancy Wechsler
Jefferson and the Massachusetts
BOSTON - Suffolk University's
Right To Life has not publicly
gra.ctuation;eremony was held June 11 in
campaigned against gay rights or the
Hynes Auditorium, amidst protests by
"She seems to be sticking mainly
ERA.
some of the school's faculty, students,
1 to abortion," Kaplan said, "but we feel
and members of ·the Abortion Action
she works in concert with the anti-gay
Coalition. The protests came about
and anti-ERA forces since the roie Masbecause of the school's decision to
sachusetts Right To Life plays is to conaward an honorary - doctorate of
tribute to the right-wing backlash. It
science degree to Dr. Mildred Jefferson.
furthers the whole climate of erosion
Dr. Jefferson is a surgeon who is head of
and reinforces th.ose on the Right who
the i\Iassachusetts Right-To-Life, an
have been taking the offensive ·against
anti-abortion organization.
things that have been won. Right To Life
About 40 students and 20 faculty,
has been very slick. They are putting insome hol,ding up coat hangers to symcredible pressure on candidates for the
bolize "illegal, back-room-butcher
Right To Life wants candidates to rise or
abortions,' turned their backs to the
fall around abortion. The whole Right
stage when Jefferson was presented the
seems to be using this tactic around
honorary degree.
abortion, gay rights, and the ERA.
Before the ceremony, 25 protesters
want · anyone sympathetic to
They
Action
Abortion
from the Pro-Choice
women around these issues out of
Coalition picketed outside Hynes Audioffice."
torium. They carried sigqs which read,
Suffolk University maintains that Dr.
and
Abortion"
for
"Medicaid
was given an honorary degree
Jefferson
our
bodies,
our
over
"Control
sexuality, our right to decide." As they . because of her achievements as a black,
female surgeon, rather than for her
picketed AAC members changed,
stand against abortion. But the protest"MilJred Jefferson, Henry Hyde ers disagreed. The faculty handed out a
enemy of women's right to decide" and
"Agent of the church, agent of the . statement saying that the university
should not take sides on such a "hot
stage, we have to stop Mildred before
it's too late." The picketing lasted ' political issue" as abortion.
'
about 45 minute's. ·
. IHIUIUIIIIIUIIIUlllllllllllllllllllWIIUlmllllluUQa
Madge Kaplan, who is active in the
Abortion Action Coalition, told GCN
LAMBDA INSURANCE SERVICES ~--=~=-=Home, Apt., Life, Health &Business
why she and the others were demonstrating. "We are here today," Kaplan
§=_
GAY PRIDE, USA '78
!==
said, "because of who Jefferson is 10-25
JUNE
that she represents an organization
. §,
~ . Peter 617· 482-5851
whose intention · it is to take away
·•1111111111111111111111111ii1111111111111111111111111111111111w.
:1hnrti :·n rights , from all women
throufhout the country. We saw this as
(111e ,,;- ·he thin~s that has l() he f<)tigl'.t:
denying control to all women' about
5 standish st., provincetown, ma 02657
decisions· we make re1ga rd·ing our
attractive rooms at reasonable rates
own lives and sexuality. While Jefferson
near beaches and bars
refers to abortion as genocide, she has
for information, call or write
len paoletti, dept.\d or 1-(617) 487· 1319
nothing to say about race or poor people
on any other issue. She doesri't protest
welfare or day care cuts."

victoria house

1

HCHS Alcoholism
Program Refunded
Objectives for the program in the
corning year have been identified by incoming Coordinator Robert ConnollYr as centering on· increased visibility and outreach-both the gay community and to establish agencies in the alcoholism field. "It's time for important
.alcoholism agencies and institutions to
know what the needs of gay alcoholics
are. We're anxious to work with other
agencies in this field." He added that
':We would like gay professionals in the
·alcoholism field to make contact with
us and to help us decide whether there
is a need for a ·Gay Council on Alcoholism."
Kevin•,.McGirr, Assistant Coordinator of the ·H CHS program, stressed the
need for continued education in the
· gay community. ''My sense is that
people are gaining a consciousness
about alcohol abuse in the community
and in their own lives. We want everyone to know that we a~e here to help."

The Alcoholism Services Program of
the Hornophile Community Health
Service has been refunded for another
year by the Massachusetts Department
of .Public Health. The program's original three-year grant, based on federal
derno.n stration project monies, had
been scheduled to end this month.
· Describing the program as a ''unique
. service which has performed very
well," Edward Blacker, Director of the
· Division .of Alcoholism, Department
·of Public Health, extended its funding
until June 30, 1979 and held out the
possibility of further funding after that
_
date.
Under the terms of the grant, HCHS
staff will continue to provide counseling and support services to gay alcoholics and consultation and education
services to the gay community and to
agencies in the alcoholism field. Cur, rently, 20 clients are seen at HCHS
every week in individual and group
therapy under this program.
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Restaurant/Catering
Tues-Fri.'
Lunch 11:30-5:00
Sat. 11 :30-5:00
Brunch
Sun. 11 :30-3:00
271 Dartmouth St.
536-8200
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LESTER'S T.·V. ·
TV-Radio-Phonos-Hifi-Color
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·NOT .JUST A PLANT STORE

Expert Repair & T. V.s & Stereo - at
· lowest pric.:, ANYWHERE! We also buy
and sell med T.V.'s Outside antenna
installation a specially. Mass. Tech.
Lie. 981.
Old fashioned service at an honest price!

Funeral Designs - Hospital - Birthday - Anniversaries Holiday Centerpieces, and any other special occasion.
Locate~ ·in the Heart of the New South End

Free Pickup and Delivery

.15 REVERE ST., BEACON Hill, BOSTON

Flowers and Plants For
A II Occasions

Tel. 523-2187

All Major
Credit Cards
Accepted

Flowers Wired ;
Anywhere In The
World
Delivered Local(, ,

478 Columbus Ave., Boston
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the· oldest lesbian publfcation in the U.S. (sin<.:c 1971)
the largest lesbian publication in the U.S. (6,700 <.:irculation)
by and for the national lesbian , feminist, and gay communities .
$6.00 yr. (6 issues),$ I 0.00 institutions, $1.25 sample
for advertizing and bulk distribution rates write:

TIDE PUBLICATIONS_. G,C.N
8855 Cattaragus Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90034
(213) 839-7254.

247-3500

·eonin Trial

,.

new york, ne~ york
By Harold Pickett

an uncomprimisingly militant account
of herself, drawing cheers and ap~
plause from the large crowd of lesbians
who packed the courtroom. In declaring herself the enemy of the court,
Brown took on the explicit definition
of a worker, a lesbian, anarchist and
guerilla," retracing her political development "through the working class,
feminist and gay movements.''
Brown has been frequently moved
since her arrest to minimize contact
with her friends and supporters. How-·
ever, O.R. reports, "It appears certain
she is to be lodged at Alderson
Women's Prison, in West Virginia,
3000 miles from home."
Further information can be obtained
from Rita Brown Defense Committee,
Box 22204, Seattle, Wash. 98122. To
contact Brown directly, address letters
to her at the Federal Correctional Insti- tute, Alderson, W.Va. 24910. Addition.al background material and copies
of the GJB manifesto can be obtained
from Left Bank Books, 92 Pike Street,
Seattle WA 98101.
In keeping with a similar theme,
New York Gay Anarchists announce
th.ey'll be carrying the black banner in
this year's Gay Pride March on Sunday, June 25. They encourage everyone
who's "looking for an alternative between mainstream liberal politics, one
one hand, and Marxism-Leninism on
the other , to join them in the march.

"Authority can't be destroyed by any
movement based on authority".
Rita Brown
Rita Brown (not to be confused with
the author Rita Mae Brown) is a lesbian feminist anarchist, an anti-authoritarian member of the George
Jackson Brigade, an urban guerilla revolutionary group. Open Road, a Canadian anarchist paper, reports that on
Feb. 21, Brown, a long-time prison activist, pleaded guilty to involvement in
one political bank robbery after
charges relating to four other expropriations were dropped by the prosecution.
Brown received a 25-year prison sentence in the Oregon robbery charge,
and, at the last report, still faced
charges in Seattle connected with _a
series of political bombings that date
back to 1975.
Brown was arrested .in Seattle last
Nov. 4 after having beenrecognized in
the street by FBI agents: Only" three
days before her arrest, the GJB had
bombed a Mercedes showroom, protesting the "suicides" of the three
Baader-Meinhoff guerillas imprisoned
in West Germany.
. At her sentencing in Portland, according to Open Road, "Brown gave
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On T~e Village Square

Bellows Falls, Vermont
56 Rooms Dining Room Coffee Shop
Piano Bar Disco Bar

2 hrs. from Boston

HOOSE

.

For further information and reservations write
of call John or Andrew 1-802-46J:J966.

RESTAURANT

Ii

Open 7 nights
5-11pm

Continued from page 1

hear the viewpoint of sexual, racial, and
other minorities.-''
.The five SJC justices who are hearing
the testimony will serve as the jury for
Bonin. They may acquit, censure, or
disbar him and there is no right to
appeal.

appropriate for me to attend a lecture
which was sponsored by a gay right~
organization. I see no objection to a
judge attending a lecture which is sponsored by a sexual minority or anyone
else who espouses civil liberties. In fact ,
I,think it is an obligation of a judge tc

Convention

Continued from page 1

elect a person whom the convention
realized is one step away from the
presidency. ''There are honors we need
to give to many people, but this office
is not one of them."
. Some Baptist leaders pointed out
that the meeting Bryant was invited to
addre.ss was not the convention itself,
but rather the Pastors' Conference, a
two-day session of non-stop preaching,
praying and singing that annually
precedes the convention.

Southern Baptist Convention; but
nevertheless was defeated by a 2-1
margin. Only half of the members were
present during the voting, and the Rev.
Doug Waterson received 6807 votes to
Bryant's 3273. Delegates discussed the
issues involved in electing either "the
top vote getter in Good Housekeeppoll"
most-admired-woman
.ing's
[Bryant], or electing a pastor active in
church circles. The Rev. Bill Hinson of
New Orleans emphasized the need to

Meetinghouse Closes
History of the ·
Charles Street Meetinghouse
The Charles Street Meetinghouse
was founded in I 807, and has been located at 70 Charles Street in Boston for
ten years. The Massachusetts Universalist Commission, a state organization, originally bought the building in
1949. The Unitarian ·church and the
Universalist Church, two separate religious denominations, merged in 1961
to form the Unitarian Universalist
Association,.w hichhasowned the building since 1963.
Barney Frank (D-Back Bay) told
GCN: "I understand the financial difficulties Randy has been up against,
and I am disappointed. The Meetinghouse has been useful to the gay community and the city at large. I do hope
Randy can carry on the same quality of
activity_in his new location."
BobFondren,Presidentof the Beacon
Hill · Civic Association, told GCN, .
"The style of the building makes it
conducive for thepurposeof a meeting-

Continued from page 1

house, and to use the church for any
other purpose would be wrong."
When GCN contacted Arthur Root;
treasurer of the Unitarian Universalist
Association, who had just received
official verification of the closing, he.
commented, "There are no commitments from any buyers at this time.''
However, GCN learned that Roger
Moore, an attorney for Ropes and
Gray Law Firm on Franklin Street in
Boston, expressed an interest in the
purchase of the building several years
ago.
As a result of the Charles Street
Meetin'ghouse closing, Gibson said,
"People have always regarded the
Meetinghouse as a parenting foundation. I don't understand the attitudes
of the gay people in this town. They
would rather drop their dollars in the ·
than support something
bars
that is an important base in their community." He added, "The reason why
the Meetinghouse is closing is that the
radicals who were so much a part of it
are now abandoning it."

Sunday Brunch
11-4pm
Delivery_
Entrance
7 nights
5pm-2am
12 wn:, TON -ST.
ALLSTON

12 Johnson St., Provincetown,Ma. 026S7
617-487-0138

Jom us in aToast!
\ .

783-5701

SUFFOLK THEATER ro. &
C. T. PRODUCTIONS present:

. ~

---Yv\

5W

The Underground Social & Sexual Adventures
_o f Elizabethan Playwright Christopher Marlowe
By John Adams & William Kromm

WORLD PREMIERE

ABSOLUTELY
PURE·

OPENING NIGHT WED., JUNE 15-7:30 P.M.
THURS. & SUN. $5 • FRI. & SAT. $6 at 8 P.M.
FREE PARKING

AIR.CONDITIONED

SUFFOLK THEATRE• BEACON HILL
Corner Derne & Temple Sts.

BOX OFFICE 723-4700 x138 • THEATRE CHARGE 426-8181.

252 Boylston St

BOSTON EAGLE
_88 Oue~nsberry pt.

SPORTERS
228 Cam!:>Jicjge St. ,
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The Utopian Vision
By Paula Bennett
In a previous article (GCN, Feb. 11, 1978), I discussed works by three major
pre-liberation lesbian writers in which self-acceptance provided the author's
principal theme. Although these authors (Hall, Dickinson and Woolf) saw the
world as hostile and opposed to "difference," they never violated their own sense
of inner rightness. On the contrary, at their best, they used their lesbianism as a
position from which to criticize the society which found them wanting. Thus they
tested the limitations and follies of conventions from the special perspective that is
available only to those who fall outside such conventions to begin with.
Since 1973, -the year in which Daughters, Inc. published Rita Mae Brown's
Rubyfruit Jungle, this tendency to assume an adversary position towards conventional society has taken full-blown shape in lesbian writing in what I would like to
call, however loosely, "utopian vision." No feature of current lesbian writing is so
marked as ,t he need contemporary writers have to re-form in language and image
the world in which they live - to make it accommodate at its very core a view of
women and sexuality which for centuries it has deni~d.
In this article, I would like to explore the work of lesbian writers now publishing. In some ways the three authors I have chosen to discuss (Rita Mae Brown,
Adrienne Rich and Monique Wittig) represent an arbitrary selection. They happen
to be authors I know, like and/or find interesting. But other authors: Olga
Broumas, June Arnold, Jill Johnston, Joanna Russ, Bertha Harris, to name a few,
would have done as well. That is the point: the need to re-shape society is not the
exclusive concern of one or two lesbian writers today; it is the obsessive concern of
lesbian writing as a whole. It gives to it the' peculiar flavor and stamp it now has,
marking it, as Rich would say, "of our time."
I
Chronologically speaking, post-liberation lesbian . writing · begins with
Rubyfruit Jungle. Although this slight
book failed to meet most of the stand- ard criteria used to establish "significant fiction,'' it was clearly the right
bookat the right time. Reader response
was immediate and enthusiastic. The
enthusiasm has not abated. (In . an informal survey run in 1977, Lesbian
Connection found that 446 .of the respondents named Rubyfruit their
favorite lesbian book, giving the noyel
a commanding 211 vote lead over its
nearest competitor, Patience and
Sarah, a 296 vote lead over third-place,
Sappho Was a Right-On Woman. See
Connection m, 7, February, 1~78).
What accounts for the book's extraordinary appeal?
Apparently, Molly.
Although few of us, I suspect, would
actually want to ·" be" .Molly, there is
something about Brown's thinly-disguised autobiographical heroine all of .
us envy. Bright, lively, brash, uncluttered by ambivalent ·emotions, or
second thoughts, Molly is a utopian
figure. As such, she is to all intents and
purposes impervious to the pressures
that heretofore did so much to warp
the lesbian psyche. Resilient a~ a pogo
stick (and about as lovable), she makes
her way in a world singularly unaccommodating to people of her persuasion.
To more cynical observers, her progress may well seem miraculous. Can
the riliserie·s which for centuries buried

palatable. It never occurs to her that
she does not exercise complete control
over her life. On the contrary, she is
nonplussed when she discovers that
others lack her hardy attitude. Her bewilderment at such moments is so
honest and spontaneous, one can almost forgive the arrogance and insensitivity it suggests, for the truth it
contains:
Mrs. Bisland called Leota be.cause she was looking for me. I
didn't have to knock on the door
before it openea and there was
Leota - same cat eyes, same languid body, but oh god, she
looked forty-five years old and
she had two brats hanging on her
like possums. I looked twentyfour. She saw herself in my reflection and there was a flicker of
pain in her eyes.
(P.190)

_Brown is, in fact, making a serious
point in this passage. The dreadful
metamorphosis. of Le.o ta from greeneyed, sixth-grade "Baby Vamp" to _,,
enervated cow-like mother of two, parallels the_analogous transformation of
cousin Leroy, earlier in the book, from
sassy kid to bull-headed macho male
(and, for those who have read the
novel, the striking and curious change
which Sasha, the Russian Princess,
undergoes in Virginia Woolf's Orlando). All these transformations repre_sent the same psychological dynamic:
the loss of imagination and hence au-

"Can the miseries which for centuries buried lesbian writers
m silence or forced them to short-circuit their lives
. be so easily-disposed of, so suddenly lose their power
to lzarm ?"
lesbian writers in silence or forced
them to short-circuit their lives and
thoughts in a variety of masks and disguise_s be so easily disposed of, so suddenly lose their power to harm? Apparently, to judge by reader response, we ·
would like to believe they can. Like the
gospel, Molly is the bringer of good
news.
And, as in the gospels, innocence is
her saving grace.
The perennial outsider,Molly views
the world not as it is, nor as it should
bt;, but as she would like it to be at any
particular moment. She is like the child
who molds designs in the mashed potatoes in order to make the process of
digestion more amusing as well as more
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tonomy which occur when an individual commits himself or herself to the
prevailing sexual norms of behavior.
Like Sasha and Leroy, Leota is ground
dqwn by her commitment to a set of
values she did not create, cannot control and does not understand. In opting
for heterosexuality, she has made a
single choice that has ·foreclosed the
possibility of all other choices.
As Brown makes clear in the section
that follows, the consequences of
Leota's decision are apparent not only
in her lifestyle but in · her language as
well. When she and Molly discuss marriage, they talk right past each other,
employing .the same words, meaning
entirely different things:

-"Leota, I will never marry."
-"You're crazy. A woman's got
to marry. What's going to happen to you when you're fifty?
You got to grow old with somebody. You're going to be sorry."
"I'm going to be arrested for
throwing an orgy at ninety-:nine
and I'm not growing old with
anybody. What a gruesome
thought. Christ, you're twentyfour and you're worried about
being fifty. That makes no
sense.''
.(p.193)
To Leota·, Molly's way of looking at or
speaking about the world is "crazy."
Understandably so. We define rationality as the ability to draw logical conclusions from accepted facts. Yet here
is Molly, in defiance of law, convention and the "dictates of nature" (as
Leota sees it), perfectly happy going
her own way.
·
What Leota does not realize, is that
Molly does not accept her "facts" any
more than she accepts the definitions
of the words in which Leota couches
them. The words which Leota uses to
crush tier ("marry," "crazy," "old
age," "woman"-words which have

My poetry had always been a
means of surviving, finding out
what I thought and what was true
for me, one place where I was
really honest with myself. I was
very much striving for male approval and people's approval in
general in those years. I was trying to do it all right, be a good
wife, good mother, good poet,
good girl, but I couldn't really
· j.Ist seek approval in my poetry, I
couldn't, and it was a fortunate
thing for me that I had the
poetry.
(l,l,p.51)
Under the double impact of the
women's movement and the radicalization of the left, Rich's poetic style
underwent a profound change. The
tight constructions and "safe" themes
of the past were abandoned in favor of
a poetry that was personal, political
and polemical at once. If the (largely
male) press no longer received her so
well (Ms. Rich's account of reviewer
reaction in the Conditions' interview is
pungent), for the poet, finding her own
voice had at last become more important than winning approval.
- In Diving Inro the Wreck (1973),

Rita Mae
already crushed Leota) have no impact
because Molly does not define them in
the way Leota does. Thus, for example, a lonely old age is scary only if you
want above all else to have the majority
on your side; woman is castrating only
if you believe women cannot, by definition, live independently.
By tipping all these conventional
definitions upside down, Molly has
freed herself from innumerable ills (at
least so we hope). Her choices are her
own. Though she lives in our world (a
world that is alltoorecognizably rightside up and familiar), she is, as I said, a
utopian figure.

Brown
Rich's image as poet/craftsman is replaced by that of poet/prophet for
good and all. In these poems, an extraordinary testimony. to one woman's
journey, Rich depicts herself as "a
woman dressed in old army fatigues/
that have shrunk to fit her.'' Alone,
androgynous, aware, she walks ''the
unconscious forest," of a dying civilization:
Kicking the last rotting logs
with their strange smell of life,
not death,
wondering what on earth it all
might have· become.
("Waking in the Dark, p. 8)
Although the poet is not actually
"out" in these poems (she ·did not
come out publicly until 1976), the preconditions of lesbian-utopian -vision
are all there. They are founded upon
the poet's deep-rooted conviction that
the structure of society is a tissue of
lies, lies principally based upon delusions concerning our sexual nature.
They are, therefore, lies which only the
sexually "amphibious"1 can explore
since only they know the hidden side of
the story, the waste and damage done
to our sexual selves:
This is the place
And I am here, the mermaid
whose dark hair
streams black, the merman in
his armored body '
We circle silently
about the wreck
we dive into the hold.
I am she: I am he _
whose drowned face sleeps with
open eyes
whose breasts still bear the
stress

* * *
While there is an implicit critique of
contemporary society running through
Rubyfruit J~ngle, Brown's utopianism
centers in character and is most effectively grasped in Molly herself. In the
poetry of Adrienne Rich, the emphasis
is reversed, falling on politics rather
than character.
Adrienne Rich published her first
book of poetry, A Change of World, in
1951, at the age of twenty-one, as part
of the Yale Younger Poets Series (the
same award won by Olga Broumas last
year). The publication marked the
opening of a long, well-received career
in which the poet, as she said in a recent interview for Conditions (I, 1, p._
50), acted the part of the "dutiful
daughter, doing my craft right." It
was, according to Ms. Rich, feminism
(the poet's discontent with her situation as a woman and the effect that this
discontent was having on her ability to
write) that finally pushed her beyond
the confines implicit in the "dutiful
daughter" rosition:

of the Lesbian Muse
whose silver, copper, vermeil
cargo lies
obscurely inside barrels
half-wedged and left to rot
.we are the half-dest~oyed
instruments
that once held to a course
the water-eaten log
the fouled compass
We are, I am, you are
by cowardice or courage
· the one who find our way
back to this scene
carrying a knife, a camera
a book of myths
in which
our names do not appear.
("Diving Into the Wreck," p. 24)
In her most recent volume of poetry,
Twenty-One Love Poems (1977), Rich
makes specific what is implied in
Diving Into the Wreck. Her persona as
lesbian-feminist is firmly established.
Her self-imposed task is to make that
which was hidden, light. She will, as
she says, expose "the underside of
everything you've loved," making
visible to all the monstrous nature of
what was once thought beautiful: a
civilization that has sustained itself by
crushing the witnesses to its atrocities
-women, deviants and unwanted.children.
This apartment full of boo.ks could
crack open
to the thick jaws, the bulging
eyes
of monsters -easily: Once open
the books, you have to face
the underside of everything
you've lovedthe rack and pincers held in
readiness, the gag
even the best voices have had to
mumble through,
the silence burying unwanted
childrenwomen, divi'ants, witnesses-in
desert sand. ·

'l
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. . . we still have to reckon with
Swift
loathing the woman's flesh
while praising her mind,
Goethe's dread of the Mothers,
Claudel vilifying Gide,
·- and the ghosts - their hands
clasped for centuries-,of artists dying in childbirth,
wise-women charred at the
stake.
(V)
As these lines make clear, Rich is a
poet of rage, rage at the waste, rage at
the distortions civilization has perpetrated. But in · Twenty-One Love
Poems, there is also a new note of
sorrow, grief that, given the way
society is, true love and joy are virtually impossible to realize. In Diving
Into the Wreck, the poet was still able
to dream of a world in which men and
woman might lie "gaily/in collusion
with green leaves ... " ("The Phenomenology of Anger," p. 30) In
Twenty-One Love Poems even this fragile fantasy is obliterated. At the end
-of the series, the poet is alone in Manhattan, reminding the reader /lover
"There are no miracles," (XIX),
saying of herself only:
I choose to walk here. And to
draw this circle.
(XXI)
(In its own way a large statement
surely, but somehow suggestive to me
. -0f a defensiveness bred in despair.)

* * *
of
conclusion
Twenty-One Love Poems may disThe

downbeat

appoint some readers (I confess I was
one); but given the special nature of
Rich's political preoccupations, it was
perhaps inevitable. ''Two women together," she writes in poem XIX, "is a
work/nothing in civilization has made
simple." She is right. For the lesbian to
be truly at home in this world, she must
entirely re-make it.
No lesbian writer has gone further
towards "re-making" the world (linguistically and symbolically) than the
French author, Monique - Wittig.
Wittig's aim is direct and revolutionary. In an · "Author's Note" to The
Lesbian Body, she declares her '' Arna- ·
·zons'':
are women who live among
themselves, by themselves
and for themselves at all the ,
generally accepted levels:
fictional, symbolic, actual.
Because we are illusionary
for traditional male culture we
make no distinction between
the three levels. Our reality is
the fictional . . .
our fiction ... validates us.
Wittig's goal is nothing less than the
fictive creation of a woman culture
that is totally real at the same time that
·
'
it is entirely symbolic.
Wittig's two_major lesbian works,
Les Gueri/lefes and The Lesbian Body,
are triumphs of experimental writing.
In them, diction, syntax, action, theme
and image are all made to serve an expressly female vision. Wittig's modification of (traditionally male) linguistic
codes runs the gamut from the grammatical transformation of nouns normally assigned to the rr1ale gender in
French to the entire redaction of culture myths we customarily think of as
"male,''
the women say that ,the feminaries give pride of place to the
symbols of the circle ... _They say
that this series of symbols has
provided them with a guideline to
decipher a collection of ·1egends
they have found in the library
and which they have called .the
cycle of the Grail. These are to do _

Adrienne Rich
with the quests to recover the
Grail undertaken by a number of
personages. They say it is impossible to mistake the symbolism of
the Round Table that dominated
their meetings. They say that, at
the period when the texts were
compiled, the quests for the Grail
to
attempts
singular
were
describe the zero the circle the
ring the spherical cup containing
the blood.
(p. 45) '
Here the male heroes of the past, in
this case King Arthur and his knights,

are rendered as illusionary to, us as
women were to men in the original
stories.
Wittig's lesbian feminism is programmatic and · is projected schematically in both works in such a way as to
control all aspects of structure, large
and small. In Les Guerillefes, which
deals with the struggles of a fictional
Amazonion culture, the symbol of the
vaginal 0, announced by a flat line
drawing on the second age of the book,
dominates the text. Circularity of
structure is achieved through the reiteration of actions, words, images and
thematic motifs. Long lists of women's
names are interspersed throughout,
tying the text together, and through the
magical power of naming, making the
women's actual presence felt. There is,
of course, JlO plot! The work is not a

· deed do violence to the language in
.order to make it express the woman's
experience. But even for those wh8
must read her work in translation, the
violence, the uniqueness, of her perception is clear. It is the violence of one
who would put woman's body /
woman's experience before us whole,
entire, unfragmented as it was ''never
previously written." In these most extraordinary love poems (the nearest lit-erary model I can think of is the Biblical Song of Songs), lover and beloved
are taken into each other as:surely as the
reader is. taken into the body of the
text, which is the body of the woman
Wittig describes:
you are m/y glory of cyprine m/y
tawny .lilac purple . one, you
pursue m/e throughout m/y
tunnels, your wind bursts in, you

"No lesbian writer has gone further towards "remaking"
the world (linguistically and symbolically) than the French
author, Monique Wittig." novel. It is, if anything, a long prose
poem sectioned off. Only the merest
thread of a story line is discernible.
Linearity is avoided at all costs.
· As a result of such devicl'S, Wittig is
able to create a work that literally absorbs the reader. Even the " symbols"
stop functioning symbolica1ly - that
is, on the traditional basis of the division between word and thing, body and
idea. Meaning and terms c:ire identified.
They are one:
They say that at the point they
have reached they must examine
the principle that has guided
them. They say it is not for them
to exhaust their strength in symbols ._.. They say they must now
stop exalting the vulva. They say
that they must break the last
bond that binds them to a dead
culture. They say that any symbol
that exalts the fragmented body is
transient, must disappear . . .
They, the women, the integrity of
the body their first principle, advance marching together into
another world.
(Les Guerilleres, p. 72)
Wittig's flight from fragmentation,
which she perceived to be the inevitable
end product of male intellectualization
and analysis, is the dominant impulse
controlling the constuction of her seccond, specifically lesbian book, The
Lesbian Body. In the "Author's
Note," she writes:
The body of the text subsumes all
the words of the female body. Le
Corps Lesbien attempts to
achieve the affirmation of its
reality. The lists of names, long
anatomical lists of all the body
parts down to the smallest and
most unheard of, contribute to
this activity. To recite one's own
body, to recite the body of the
other, is to recite the words of
which the book is made up. The
fascination for writing the never
previously written and the fascination for the unattained body
proceed from the same desire.
The desire to bring the real body
violently to life in· the words of
the book (everything that is writ. ten exists)~ the desire to do
violence by writing to the language which I Ole) can only enter
by force.

(The Lesbian ... )
As reader of French (a language wpich
employs "male" and "female'' grammatical gender) know, Wittig does in-

blow in m/y ears, you bellow,
your cheeks ar'e flushed, you are
m/yself you are m/yself (aid m/e
Sappho) you are_ m/yself, I die
enveloped girdled, supported,
impregnated by your hands infiltrated by the rays of your fingers
from labia to' throat . . . I drag
you down, your arms twined
round m/e embrace two bodies
lost in the silence of the infinite
spheres, what am I, can anyone
standing at her window say that
she sees m/ e pass, gentle muzzled
suckling-lamb cat I spit you out I
spit you m;1t.

(The Lesbian ... )

* * *
Wittig's appeal to Sappho is no accident and with her two books, lesbianliterature has in many ways come full
circle. For, like Sappho, Wittig is the '
creator of passionate love songs, songs
in which the division between body and
mind is healed. And, like Sappho, she
assumes the existence of a woman's
community of -language and thought
\Yhich makes such healing possible. But
the world that Wittig imagines is just
that - an imaginary world, a fiction, a
utopia (a "happy" place which by
original definition is a_lso ''no-pface").
If it exists for her, it exists in the body
of her lover and in the book which celebrates that body and gives it to us. But
for the rest, as the downward path of
Adrienne Rich's vision makes clear,
utopia may still be very far away. It is
the task of living lesbians to bring it
· nearer.
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Notes from the Peanut Gallery at the Bonin Trial
By Mitzel
The Supreme Judicial Court, on the
13th floor of the new Courthouse Building, has a bench like a proscenium 'stage;
A curtain behind it parts and the Justices pop out and seat themselves in
these over-sized high-backed chairs.
From the rear of the courtroom (court
officers have placed out an additional
30 to 40 seats to handle the crowd; it's
SRO every session), the Justices' heads
bob just visibly above the high wood
S.J.C. bench. I thought of Lily Tomlin
doing Edith Ann.
The "case" against Chief Justice
Bonin is qeingmade by Robert Meserve.
Mr. Meserve is a former president of the
American Bar Association. At'the 1971
meeting of the A.B.A., Meserve argued
against the adoption of a gay rights proposal by that organization. He bears an
unhappy resemblance to our former
(and imprisoried) Attorney General Mr.
John Mitchell. His girth and rough
manr,ers also bring to mind comparison
with a well-known (and oft-eaten) barnyard animal whose name became a
common epithet in the '60s.
Defending Mr. Boni,n is his friend
Paul Sugarman. Mr. Sugarman - with
the lone exception of his grilling Frank
X. Orfanello - seems to be handling
these proceedings as though they were a
white-gloves affair.

which. he is now being evicted. Had he
chosen the former defense, he would
likely be acquitted of all charges. In the
process, however, he ·would have so
villified the legal network and the courts
that he would have even further alienated the legal establishment (many of
whom already hate him), and provided
them with even more re·a son to set him
up for removal at a later time. Mr.
Bonin has chosen the Gentlemanly way.
Hence, I fear his. fate is sealed; he is
probably doomed as the Chief Justice.
Mr. Sugarman could have cut Bill
Homans's testimony apart. Bill Homans - great civil liberties. hero of our
day! Bill Homans - defender of the
persecut~d spokespersons of unpopular
causes! Yet the very Bill Homans who,
when asked by Mr. Meserve if the Boston/Boise Committee was a' 'civil rights
group" was unable to so identify us. Us
queers, apparently,' even confuse good
ole Bill.
Mr. Sugarman, had he dorie a better
job, could have revealed his "brother
lawyer" Brian McMeniman to be a liar,
scoundrel and ingrate. (I may be too
harsh in saying McMenimari intentionally lied about the GoreVidallecture. I
suppose anyone could have a fuzzy
memory of the event after a surfeit of
whiskey sours at the gala dinner with
Vidal at the Ritz Cafe _:_ for which the
tab was picked up by Mr. McMeniman's
client.)
McMeniman, who allegedly phoned
Orfanello with the message to warn
Bonin away from the Vidal lecture, not
only lied about our Committee, not only ·
contradicted himself while on the
these are mere
witness stand humanly, or at least lawyerly, errors but he, unforgiveably, insulted his client.

Counsel for the defense Paul Sugarman

It is unfortunate that Mr. Bonin, in
order to vindicate himself of these
manufactured 'Charges, is put in a nowin situation. He could have hired an
"outside' 1 lawyer and made the bulk of
his defense an expose of the workings of
the legal system in Massachusetts; how
it is riddled with incompetents, drunks,
patronage appointments, run by payoffs, the Catholic Church and toadyism
to the powers-that-be. Or he could play
the Gentleman Lawyer and not
besmirch in any way the legal profession
or the judicial establishment from

Call David or Linda

(617) 247-1832

SAN FRANCISCO

(one of the 24 men indicted last December). McMeniman admitted he didn't
care for homsosexuals (especially those
"who played around with little boys"
- McMeniman's phrase!) and actually
revealed, on two separate occasions, his
defense strategy for this case in open
court, while an Assistant D.A. was
present taking note.
McMeniman, who has already
received many thousands of dollars
from his client in this case, was so bold.
offering his de-fense strategy that even
Mr. Meserve, the prosecutor, twice cut
him off and steered him away from any
further voluntary violations of lawyerclient confidentialit)'... I don't expect
lawyers to always like their clients. It is
shocking, however, to actually see one
of them selling his client down the river
in order td cover his own ass, "professionally'' speaking.
One very important question was
never asked-when Homans and McMeniman were under oath: why did both of
them think it any of their business to
take it upon themselves to call Senate
President Kevin Harrington and Chief
Justice Bonin and warn them away from
the Boston/Boise benefit? It seems to
me that if Messrs. Homans and McMeniman were a little more concerned with
the defense of their clients (and the class
of people from which their_clients in
these cases are drawn) and a little less
busy conspiring to warn off public officials from attending a gay rights benefit,
not only would this Bonin trial v~ry
likely not be happening, but things
would be in a more proper perspective.
Clients, causes, cases: these are insignificant items compared to the loyalty to
this Legal Brotherhood, a powerful and
Continued on Page 12
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Peopl e, Place s®, Fling s
By Lee Stone
Will the Park Plaza people get their
act together! 12 Carver and Herbie's
patrons are getting hit with another
rumor that the building has to be vacated by August 31st. If this time it's
true, let's hope Roland will re-locate
and recreate that comfortable atmosphere again ...
Boston's doyen of drag, Miss Sylvia
Sydney, celebrated his third anniversary
at Together and packed in over four
hundred people. Resplendent in his Carmen Miranda turbans and some of his
New York designed costumes, he continued to offend nearly everyone in his
own inimitable way. I've heard so~e
people say "Sylvia can say anything she
wants 'cause she doesn't care." I feel
just the opposite. He deflates egos, and
bursts balloons because he does care!
Chatting with him in his dressing room,
he reminisced about some of the people
he got started in the busines:,, like
Tommi Ben who went on "to make it
big in the show circuit of San Francisco.''
Some of Sylvia's more pungent comments in the course of our conversation
were: "I predict Anita Bryant's son will
be a homosexual befqre this year's out!
My deah ... one day he'll try what his
mother is. putting down and find it perfectly enjoyable. And believe me, once
he's tried it he'll do it again dahling!"
and "While I don't like what's going on
in the Fenway and Public Library ...
after all, if you can't take 'em home,
you don't have to do it in public ... I
can't stand this entrapment crap. I've
been telling cops to go fuck themselves
for years dahling, before it was in vogue

Joe's still waiting for the new piano
bar to arrive at the new Carnival. The
place looks stunhing . . . totally redone
in cool blue, subdued paneling, and
mirrors galore! It also doesn't hurt to
have Joey, formerly head bartender at t:
Jacques, behind the stick. He's a quick ~~
wit and a caring person. So, good luck · ~
~
Carnival!
Aloha sisters! It's exotic drink night ~
at the Club 76 every Wednesday even- ~
ing .. '. so, for a refreshing mid-week ~
~
break, stop by. . .
Let's hope things even out in the "&.
Copley area ... Styx is a lovely bar and
Mario's has been very supportive of gay
Donna Price
community efforts. New bars are great
and ·a. plus for our community, but
tainers as Debbie Houston, Sherli Sherwaiting for hours in line for one place to
wood and Jodi Shapiro.
thin out rather than enjoying a drink at
Chaps was outrageous Sunday as it
,Styx seems foolish or faddish ....
up again with the A.S.M.C. guys,
filled
Bar
The
at
dance
Catch Leroy's fire
There were a great many French Canathis Sunday at three p.m., then enjoy
dians and at times it sounded like an
high tea from five 'till six ... ·special
F.L.Q. meeting. They were members of
cocktails prices and fine classical music.
International which has a large
Trident
Isaiah's,
by
stop
When in Worcester
Boston branch. A.S.M.C.'s Spirits In
and join Desi and Bob on 69 night. Bar
Love play evoked a warm response from
drinks and beer will be just 69 cents.
run participants. I saw it at the
All right theater buffs, get off your
Country Club last Wednes·-Randolph
TheSuffolk
the
to
du_ffs and get down
day ... and those who ate dinner prior
ater to see the Marlowe Show. For those
to the show were delighted with the
with limited means they are running a
cuisine. So if you want to spend a day
half-price preview special.
away from city noises, lounge around a
with
bill
the
Donna Price, who shared
pool with other gay women and men,
Gore Vidal in that now controversial
,disco or walk or dine at sunset, stop by
lecture, will be singing with the Women
... I know I'm checking into memberIn Music Series at Arlington Street
ship!
will
She
21st.
Church, 7:30p.m. on June
'Bye till next week!
be joined by such other women enter-

and l took plenty of knocks from them
but I handed Ol.lt a few too on my way
to the station. The trouble with these
liberation sissies, and they're just plain
faggots like the rest of us, is they don't
fight back!'' Sylvia will have been in
show business for ten years this
Octob~r. Let's wish him another ten
more!

Leana Harlow
If you're in town this Monday, be ·
sure and catch the hottest mimic act in
town! Leana Harlow has 'em standing
and cheering at the end of his energy
packed act at Together. Leana has just
finished an engagement at the Green
Apple, out on Rte. 9 near Revere, and I
for one am happy he's back to energize
the downtown audiences once more.
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FILM

A -D ifferent (Offensive, Trite ... ) Story
A Different Story, directed. by Paul
Aaron, written by Henry Olek. At the
Sack Charles.
A Review by John Cummings
My observation has been that Hollywood movies released at this time of
year unfailingly seem to score record
highs in esr,om1ing mindless heterosex- .
ualist propaganda. It is my belief that
this seasonal upswing of filmmaking depravity is, essentially, Hollywood's response to the regu_lated needs of the
"fun-in-the-sun American Grafitti"
set. Thus far, spring '78 has been treated
to such thrillers as "T. G .I. F.," "An
Unmarried Woman,'' and even the rerelease of "American Grafitti" itself.
"A Different Story," which opened
June 14 at the Sack Charles, not only
claims its place as the most recent piec.e
of summer-fun tripe, but it may also
boast itself as being one of Hollywood's
first direct attacks against the gay community.
A Different Story is not at all "different'' in terms of its basic plot line. At the
risk of boring us all for the nth time, a
quick sketch of the plot reads something

like,' 'Boy meets girl, a few snags (sriags
do offer that wholesome martyrdom
quality to a good ·christian relationship) ·
get in the way of true het bliss, they
marry, love conquers all, they breed,
bliss emerges. There is still45 minutes of
movie time left to sell so, add' a scandal
·with anoth.er woman, remember that
love conquers all, and all are returned to
heterosexual blissland.''
Scena:rios of the, ,
type are,.
indeed, relentlessly charming. Ironically, however, it appears that even the hets
are beginning to grow a bit bored with
the standard heterosexual blissland
plot. Since there is only one road to true
breeder bliss, the "snags" allow the
only freedoms for imagination in the
plots, and the "snags" do seem to be
getting kinkier and kinkier. Homosexuality, as conceiverl. in the imaginations
of straight propagandists, provides the
cute, kinky "snag" for this movie. Let
me just say that what's meant to be
interesting about this movie is that a gay
man and a lesbian marry for convenience, fall in Love, and become heterosexual. One does not require much of an
imagination to envision the types of
1

Meg Foster and Perry Kin~ 'hi a
scene from A Different Story
stereotypes ap.d lies this length of worthless celluloid perpetrates, so I will not
waste time recounting those horrors
here.
Evaluated as a piece of art, the film,

again, flunks. I have no worries that
there will be many straight reviewers
who will have much positive criticism of
the film. Perry King, who plays the
leading male role, has a striking physical
-beauty. But he offers a performance in
this film which all but embarrasses the
audi'ence to tears for its lack of ability to
communicate anything short of a
rippling pee. Meg Foster's performance
is of only slightly better quality. The sets
throughout the film struck me as being
alarmingly similar to those of Johnson's
Wax commercials. We are endlessly i'n
kitchens.
A Different Story will not be a "significant'' film. Aside from its offending
nature, it is boring, and poorly done.
People will not be breaking down the
doors at the Sack Charles to get into-the
theater. However, the film is just too
darling for words, and, depending upon
how much the producers plan on
sinking into its promotion, it just may,
sandwiched innocently between the
usual array of soft-core stewardess
movies, be a smash hit at your local
neighborhood drive-in movie theater.
And that is a dangerous possibility.

BOOKS

jflort ~cclt1'ia1'tical jfag-J§aiting·
l

'h e Bond That Breaks: Will Homosex,uality Split the Church? by Dan Wil· Iiams. BIM Books. $4.95 paperback.
A Review by John Graczak

"It is absurd to idealize the hofnosex~
. ual as a 'total person' ... Two shoes
when united make a pair, but the right
shoe is only part of a pair and two right
shoes together are only more of the
same. When the presumed values and
advantages of homosexuality are closely
scrutinized, they begin to vanish." With
this and other folksy metaphors, Pastor
Williams goes about the subtle work of
the moral theologian. Since Williams
was a member of the task force to study
the ordination of homosexuals in the
Presbyterian Church, the result of his
work is not humorous, but tragic.
The Bond That Breaks is a useful
book insofar: as it illustrates the poor
schularship, religious chauvini'sm and '
philosophical ineptitude that characterize ecclesiastical fag-baiting. The work
begins with several vignettes of gay life
in Hollywood, or, rather stories of th()se
gays, unable to accept theirlsexualityi,
who fall in with Don Williams's street
ministry. If the reader's eyes are too wet
to examine closely the next section en. titled, "Contemporary Views of the
Homosexual," all is well. More
attentive reading disclos~s the absence
of the important studies of Evelyn
Hooker, and the false claim thctt Freud
considered · homosexuality a dis.e ase.
Williams has forgotten to check his
sources, since Freud once wrote to an

American mother, "Homosexuality
choose to be· something other than the
... is nothing to be shamed of ... it
narrowest use of our biological equipcannot be classified as an illness.''
ment demands. The author assumes
that this is the divine intention, and
Williams is actually not very interproves it by counting shoes.
ested in the sciences of man, since the
All this talk of divine order from
Fall ofMan resulted from his desire' 'to
creation sounds much like the
know everything.'' Instead he directs us
arguments in the Book of Job. But that
to the authority of revelation, and then
book has a less grandiose ending. Inpresents a most unauthoritative interpstead of resting in the acceptance and
retation of the scriptural texts. Among
legal adoption of his pious vjews of creaother surprises, the reader learns that
Lot's offer to send outhis daughters to
be abuse'cl - the Sodomites, "may also
Continued from Page 10
represent Lot's extreme reaction to the
horrendous desires of the men of -, sinister force keeping so many of them
in line. Above clients and causes, these
Sodom.'' Williams shares a few weak
gentlemen have their careers! It is no copoints with Anita Bryant, one of them
incidence that, in this proceeding, . the
being the inability to explain why we are
worst "punishment" the S.J.C. can
bound by the anti-homosexual prohibimete out to Mr. Bonin is disbarment!
tions of Old Testament Law, but not by
The homophobia in the courtroom
the ritual and dietetic laws found in the
(and in the courthouse) is obvious and
same texts. Don Williams b?.ses his case
widespread - undermining Mr. Meagainst hom"'osexuality on an exegesis of
serve's numerous and oily assurances
Genesis 1-3. He rejects the hypothesi's
that "the Boston/Boise Committee is
that · the original mythic man was
not on trial.'' When Joe Miller was test icreated androgynous, again without a
good reason. Williams holds that the_ f ying, he corrected the prosecution
when )Mr. Meserve was trying to lead
divinely-ordered state of things before
Joe with misrepresentation of fact. Joe
the Fall included the union of all in
firmly corrected him, at which point one
heterosexual marriage. That's the way
journalist in the front of the courtroom
we' re put together by God, and, ''we 8ire
said, quite audibly, "arrogant faggot."
to become personally what He has
Eariier, down in the press room, Tom
created us to be biologically.''
Reeves· haq spoken with Lynn Vaughn,
Williams cannot be so naive as to
courthouse -reporter for WEEI. Reeves
overlook the view that man is
biologically a highly adaptive creature,
had suggested that she avoid the phrases
able to order sexuality to non-procreat"homosexual crimes" and "child moive ends. For Williams this is the great
lesters" in her dispatches as these were
problem. The author sees our adaptiveinaccurate and inflammatory. Vaughn
ness as our ability to sin, that is, to
exploded, "You damn fags! You're
always bugging me!" Not a very pretty

BONJ N

YELLOW MONKEY
GUEST HOUSE
accessories
needlework

instruction
available
TUES-FRI: 1-6pm
SAT: 11am-5pm

59 dartmouth st.
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tion, order and justice, Job was confronted by the Voice from the Whirlwind demanding: "Who is this
obscuring my desrgns with his emptyheaded words? Brace yourself like a
fighter; now it is my turn to ask
questions and yours to inform me.
Where were you when I laid the earth's
foundations? Tell me, since you are so
well informed!" (Jb. 38:2-4).

carolmarie smith, proprietor

One of Ogunquit's
Finest & Friendliest
Guest Houses
Efficiencies, Decks
Ocean Views Available

OPEN .THRU OCT. 12
RUN BY VICTOR & PETER
44 Main St., Ogunquit, Me.
(207) 64~9056

picture of the media at work. Ms.
Vaughn, by the way, had admitted to me
previously that she despised Chief
Justice Bonin and would do everything
within her power _to help · bring him
down.
During the first week of the trial,
there was a refreshing contrast between
the straight people who testified and the
"other" people (the gay, people and
their friends). The straight establishment
folks
Homans, McMeniman,
Orfanello - were evident prevaricators, m~ddlers, looking for cues. They
were obviously compromised. On the
other side, those testifying - Reeves,
Laurel Campbell and Joe Miller - were
direct, uncowered, and indignant at
these ridiculous proceedings .
The trial continues: the tiny, aging
judges, parading out from behind their
parting curtains, the Legal Brotherhood
warming the witness stand with falsehoods and career-saving catch-alls.
Frank Orfanello cried. When asked if he
had any loyalties other than tho·se to his
boss, the Chief Justices (both
McLaughlin and Bonin), Orfanello
said, "Yes, I do. To God and to my
Duty!'\ as though that would conflict
somehow with his job working for
Bonin. Orfanello was extremely disappointed that Mr. Bonin, unlike Walter
McLaughlin, would not recommend
him for a judgeship of his very own. If
Bonin goes down the drain, as
predicted, Francis Xavier Orfanello
may yet don the black judicial robes.
Then he could sit in other courtrooms,
as he has in this one, wanting only one
significant and representative detail: the
kangaroos!

Gay Pride Nationwide
Lesbian & Gay Pride Parade & Rally on Saturday, June 17. Parade assembles 11 :30 a.m. in Copley Square. Rally on the Boston
Common at 1:30 p.m. Speakers include Allen Young and Leslie
Cagan. Workshops and Cultural Events scheduled from June 10June 24. Phone 426-4469 for information.
Gay Pride Parade on Saturday, June 24. Parade assembles at
Providence,
11 :30 a.m. at the Municipal Parking Lot in downtown ProviR.I.
dence.
.
·
Worcester Gay Pride March m Sunday, June 18. Parade assem
Worcester,
bles a-t noon at Worcester City Hall.
Mass.
Busto NYC Parade leaves New Haven on Sunday, June 25 at 9
New Haven,
p.m. from the SCOHR Offices, 363 Crown St. Return New HaConn.
ven at 11 :30 p.m. Cost of bus $8.50 round trip.
New York City Gay & Lesbian Pride Week begins with the Christopher Street
Liberation Day March on Sunday, June 25. Parade assembles in
Sheridan Square at noon. Rally in Central Park Sheep Meadow at
66th St. at 2:30. Speakers will include Betty Santoro and David
Thorstad from Coalition of Lesbian and Gay Rights, Sandra
Gold of Gay Teachers Association,- Leon Haris of Village-Chelsea
NAACP, Stevye Knowles of Dykes & Tykes, Ivonne Elias and
Fran'cisco Figueroa of Hispanic Speakes, and Truman Capote
from Heaven. Entertainment by Gotham and Baby Jane Dexter.
Christopher Street Festival after the rally. Entertainment will
include Tom Robinson Band, Blondie, Rosie Ross and the
Shadows, and Cherry Vanilla. Th.ere will be dancing in the streets,
food, drink, and booths.
4th Annual Gay Pride Field Day on Saturday, July 1, from 12-8
Syracuse,
p.m. at Camp Brockway, Pratt's Falls Park, Jamesville, N.Y.
N.Y.
The day will include raffles, a softball game, food and beer, and a
performance by Cranberry Lake, a jug band. For more
information call the Onondaga County Hurpan Rights Coalition
at 315-475-6857.
· Gay Pride Block Party on Sunday, June 18 at 400 block on E. 31
Baltimore,
St. at 1 p.m.
Md.
9th Annual Midwest Gay and Lesbian Pride Parade on Sunday,
Chicago,
Ill. .
June 25. Parade assembles at 1 p.m. at Halsted/Belmont. Rally
follows in Lincoln Park.
Third Annual Gay Pride Picnic on Sunday, June 18 from 1-6 p.m .
Indianapolis,
at Westlake Park.
Ind.
Boston
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Gay & Lesbian Pride Week Picnic on Saturday, June 24 at noon
in Crystal Lake Park in Urbana. A contingent will also go to the
Chicago Parade. For information, phone (217 384-.8040.
Gay Rights Community Picnic and Carnival on Saturday, June
Madison,
24. Picnic begins at noon in Brittingham Park, corner of W.
Wis.
Washington and. Park Sts.
,
Gay Pride Week Picnic on Saturday, June 17 at Palmer Park .
Detroit
Also Gay Pride Trip to Bob-lo Amusement Park, from 10 a.rr1.Mich.
9 p.m. on June 24.
Liberation Sunday will be celebrated on July 2 with an 11 a.m.
Dallas,
Community Church Service at MCC and a 1 p.m. Picnic in Turle
Texas
Creek Park.
Gay Community Town Meeting on Sund.ay, June 25 at the Astor
Houston,
Arena.
Texas
.
Gay Pride Dance on Saturday, June 24, phone 477-6699 for more
Austin,
information.
·
Texas
Albuquer'que, , Gay Pride March on Saturd?,y, June 24 at 9:30 a.m. at Heights
Lounge. Rally and picnic in Roosevelt Park.
N.M.
Gay Pride Week Picnic on Sunday, June 25 in Himmel Park. PicTucson,
nic will feature volleyball, softball, refr_eshments, non-competiAriz.
tive games.
Gay Pride Weekend June 30-July 3. Christopher St. West Parade
Los Angeles
on Sunday, July 2, assembles at Hollywood & Vine at 3 p.m.
Calif.
Christopher St. West Carnival in Hollywood all weekend. The
theme of the parade is "No On Briggs!"
San· Francisco Gay Freedom Day Parade on Sunday, June 25. The theme of the
march is "Come Out with Joy! Speak Out for Justice!" and it asCalif.
sembles 11 a.m. at Spear & Market. Gay ·N ative Americans will
lead the march. There will be a mass rally at the Civic Center from
2-6 p.m.
Gay Fre.e dom Day Rally "Victory from Defeat" to be held on
San Jose,
Saturday~ J1U1e 24 at noon in St. James Park.
Calif.
Gay Pride Week Kickoff Carnival and Picnir on Sunday, June 18
Berkeley,
in Willard/HoChiMinh Park, Derby & Benvenue at noon. Gay
Calif.
Pride Dance on June 18, from 8 p.m.-2 a.m. at East Bay Community Center, P14 Telegraph.
Gay Pride March on Saturday, June 17 at 3 p.m . Assemble in St.
Montreal,
Louis Square.
Canada
ChampaignUrbana, Ill.
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Boston Events:
June 18 Sunday

l,

Spring for GCN! An all-day benefit for Gay Community
News at Club Max, 54 Park Sq., 262-0750. 12-4 buffet brunch
& tea dance, 4-6 Auction, 9-9:30 men's and women's 'fashion
show, Dance Contest at 11 p.m. No dress code. All people
welcome! Admission $5.
Women, The Body, Creativity & Consciousness - 4-7 p.m.
Charles St. Meeting House. A discussion & mini-workshop
for all women. Don't miss it!
Open Forum for Gays of All Ages - 5 p.m. STOP /.Symphony Tenants Organization, 60 Burbank St., Fen way; Sponsored by the Committee for Gay Youth.
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1977 New York Parade

June 19 Monday
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Workshop: The Male Body, Healing Creative Expression &
Collective Process - 7:30 p.m. at Galaxy, the Piano Factory, 791 Tremont St., South End. A group based workshop for
gay men exploring & transforming our common experience.
Bring loose clothing.
.
Workshop: Lesbian Mothers - 8 p.m. Cambridge Women's
Center, 46 Pleasant St., Cambridge; for women.

1976 BostGn Gay Pride JParade
June 22 Thursday

June 23 Friday

Gay Community Town Me'eting - 7-10 p.m. Faneuil Hall by
Government Center. What is the future of the movement?
What are we doing in 1978? All organizations are invited to
speak briefly and' to have a dialogue in this, large scale forum.
Everyone is urged to attend.
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June 20 Tuesday

Lesbian Pizza Making Night. Yummy. - 6 p ..m. Amaranth,
134 Hampshire St., Cambridge.
Faggot Ritual for the Closing of Spring - 10 p.m. Meet by
the reeds in the Fens for the· procession. ·
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June 21 Wednesday Workshop: Lesbians & Children - 8 p.m. Gay Legislation,
80 Tremont St., 2nd floor; Dealing with our relationships
with children; an alternative to workshop about lesbian
motherhood.
Workshop: Racism & the Gay Community - 8:30 p.m. Warwick House, 1 Warwick St., South End/Roxbury.
Celebrate the Summer solstice - 10 p.m. A ritual will be held
by the Charles River. Meet by the bandshell for those who
wish to participate. Another celebration will be happening at
the bandshell for those who _p~t!ter a party.

Workshop: The New Right - 7 p.m. Redhook, 136 River St. ,
Cambridge; hosted by the Lavender Resistance Collective.
Intergaylaktic Poetry Nite #2 - 8 p.m. Cafe Gallery, Dartmouth & Appleton Sts., South End.
Gayla Picnic on the Esplanade - 3-7 p.m.; Bring food & fun
to share.

June 24 Saturday

Workshop: Women's Martial Arts - 2 p.m. at MIT. Go to
Main Entrance to find out building & room, or look in GCN.
Workshop: Custody & Visitation Rights for Gay Parents - 2
p.m. at GCN/Fag Rag Office, 22 Bromfield St.
.
Gay Folkdancihg - 2 p.m. Phillips Brooks House, Harvard
Yard.
Workshop: Identity & the Leather/Denim Scene - 5 p.m.,
Over Harry's Place, 45 Essex St.
Saturday Evening Featured Films:.Maedchen In Uniform and
Lesbian shorts.

For more information call: Diane, 536-2135 or Clover, 267-1371.
For childcare for events besides the parade & rally call 729-5668.
GCN, June 24, 1978 • Page 13
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IEDclasslfiedCLASSIFIEDclassifiedCLAS.SIFIEDclassified
To PORCUPINE'S ADMIRERS
All's well in NY. Will contact as soon as
able.
(PB)

For Quincy and Newton coll 472-1331
For Blackstone Valley ar Narragansett

ffiJ

Gay Operated

253 Newbury St., Boston
247-7441 Open Evenings
GAY PLUMBER

Heating, gas fitting, repairs on gas stoves
and heaters, reasqnable rates. Fort Hill,
445-3080-6676. Mike. .
(1)
Quannapowitt Counselling Services
Boston and Wakefield
246-0244
Individual Couple and Group Service
(41-7,odd)

PRINTING: The kind your mother would
approve of: neat, clean , not too expensive, and produced with a smile. Brochures, letterheads, business cards we do most kinds of printing . Also typesetting . Call us. Xanadu Printing ,
661-6975.
HUMANISTIC COUNSELING
Gays strengthening fellow gays. Appl
daily, evening , weekends, call anytime
(617) 661-1578. Ethical, confidential, w 20
yrs counseling experience
( + 49)

GROUPS STARTING AT FOCUS:
Carpentry-Neat . good , inexpensive. • General support gp. Wed. eves.; Lesbian
couples gp. Mon. eves. Both 10 wks. Both
Leave message for Gilbert Fornier at
starting in June. Call 876-4488.
367-2134 .
(51)
MASSAGE
GWM 23 handsome, strong, w 1·11 g 1·ve
.
HASSLE-FREE PSYCHOTHERAPY
great massage any age. Reasonable fee .
FOR NH GAYS
Please write Chris, GCN Box 906.
(48)
Ethical-Confidential
Individual & Couples
Light housekeeping done by the hour or
the job. Call Greg at 367-1822 evenings,
Judith Sigler , Lyn Foley
(GH)
(Both MSW, ACSW)
GAY POSTAL CHESS CLUB-Send $2.00

This ad is 4 U if URA cute GWM 19-30!
businessmen GWM 30's, wthout lovers,
wnt yunger travlinQ companions - Calif
Las Vegas - Fla - Montreal - Philly 4 day wkends at least once a month send
mail add , no reply if U only inc tone
wthout pie or mail add. well bull, intelgnt
only. All xpense paid! We wnt U-not UR
money. No drgs, swapping partners , no
hustlers, Dr A.M. 35, or B. Dubois 30, 102
Charles St. Apt 246 Bos . Ma. 02114 We
will send U our tones 4 U 2 call us.
(+49)

By Appointment
{603) 224-5600
Concord

GF looking for other women for weekly
card games . Tired of bars and wld like to

for membership and information to
GPCC, 7-1 Cape Shores Dr. So. , Cape
Canaveral , FL 32920
( +)

jpb wonted

Room Furn ished Copley Sq ., kitchen
facils ., refrig., clean, large, secure; $30.
267-2274:
(48)
APT. FOR RENT
CITY SQ. , CHARLESTOWN
5 rm apt. $130 .00 month. Ht and ut il not
included. Call 241 -8239.
(GD)
Everett mod. 1 & 2 bdm apts $245/250.
Call eves. 387-8612.
(49)

2 l.,esbians seek 3rd for Somerville· apt.
Look ing for non-smoker, feminist, 25 +
Ren t 91 .67lmo. Includes heat. Call
623-2397. Move in anytime now to September.
(NW 52)
TOGETHER MALE ROOMMATE
For same- Tremont on the Common , deluxe ·apt 14 floor air cond. pool all ut,
$150. complete. Call Frank 542-5850 eve.
.
(50)
Prof. F 40 looking for resp F to share
lovely 3 BR res Ranch home min to Rt 93 &
Boston or 128. $50. weekly. Call Stoneham 438-9274.
(51 )
WF ROOMMATE, conservative, wtd . Apt.
Camb. near MBTA Priv. ·room, library, no
sex in mind, a friend, $60. No heavy
drugs. Age 29 + 492-7815 Michelle
(50)
GM 27 wants roommate for July & Aug.
One extra BR, roommate away for awhile.
,Nr trains. No smokers. Someone my age.
Mature & respon. Call aft. 6pm rent is per
month & utilities. 25 per month.
617-783-3865.
(49)
South-end - beautiful duplex - own
bedroom. completely renovated. $160.
plus util.(neg.) Call 247-1670.
(49)
2 GWM's seed 3rd person to share large
Dorchester apt. overlooking the bay. 10
min. walk from Fields Corner St. op $60
rent + heat and util. Call 288-2046
(49)
2 women , 3 men, some gay, some not,
seek woman for Somerville living collective. Phone 628-1038 for more info
please.. .
(ER)
GM seeks roommate(s), must move out of
present living sit. by July 1. You have or
we find apt. in or near Camb. Call
623-0867 eves. ask for Ralph .
MORE THAN A PLACE TO LIVE
3 gay men looking for 4th to share 4-story
,townhouse near Roxbury Crossing. Your
share $80-90/month. 442-2061.
(HS)

d

r j eS
California-Denver-Gree n
Tortoise,
swim-Hot Springs, cookouts, Rocky
Mtn. 4 day sleep aboard 6/11 + 25 +
every 2 weeks call 288-3358.
(51)

_

Classified Ad deadline is Tuesday noon (prior to Sunday
publication).
All ads must be paid in advance. No ads accepted by
phone. Make check or money order payable to Gay
Community News, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.
02108.

GAY LEGISLATION
NEEDS YOUR HELP, MAKE A DIFFERENCE. For information call 742-4811 or
write Gay Legislation, Box 8841 JFK Station, Boston, MA02114.
(481

i

GWM SKS ORIENTAL GM FRIEND
GWM 27 seeks G/Bi Oriental male in 20's ;
for friendly times together & possib rela- ;
tionship. I'm 5'9" & 140 w brn hair, blu 1
eyes & slender. Sek similr cleanct guy!
· who lks good sex. Frank Box 425 Jamaica
Pin Ma02130
· (49);
Exp reliable man for house clean,ing, :
plant watering, pet feeding . Call Rob I
723-5990.
(2)
Very warm & affectionate GWF 29 into'
enjoying life, disco dancing & creating a
super ·'natural high" in loving relationship with someone who loves being a
woman I really love to love! Please ,
~~l?~~g to GC_N B~ 8_
7_0 __
(6-_2) t
GAY SCIENTISTS
An organization of gays in the Biological
and Physical Sciences, Math and Engi_neeri ng has formed in central North
Carolina. We would like to hear from
others in these fields who are interested
in organizing in other parts ol the
country. All we can offer is information
and moral support but contact us
anyway . Write Triangle Area Gay
Scientists, Box 1137, Chapel Hill , NC
27514.
(46)
Healthy, well -adjusted GM seeks sam&
for enjoyable, adult relationship. Nothing
sleazy, stupid, warped or in any way
kinky . Must be intelligent, flexible and
possessed of a sense of humor. Write
GCN Box 874 .
(37)

Since we serve all New England, please include your
area cod~ if your ad includes a phone number.
Non-business: $3 .00 per week for 4 lines (35 Characters
per line)·, each additional line 25 cents. Headlines
are 50 cents per w eek for 25 characters.

Business (if you charge money for a service, you are a
business): $4.00 per week for 4 lines (35 characters
per line) and 50 cents for each additional line. Headlines arc $ 1. 00 for 25 characters.

I

If you wish to pick up your mail at the GCN Office:
Our hours arc 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
Thereisachargeof $1.00 for a phone number included
· in a Personal ad.
·

Number of weeks ad is to run _ _ _ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ __

Pick-Up Box No . at $1.00/6 weeks

$ _ _ _....;..._

Fonvard Box No. at $3.00/6 weeks

$ _ _ _ __

Phone Number in Personals at $ 1.00

$ _ _ _ __

3 mo.n ths forwarding at $5 .00

$ _ _ _ __

TOT AL ENCLOSED
Please Print,Neatlv.

$_ _ __

I I

FOR SALE
Large 4-story townhouse in gay neighborhood on Fort Hill, Roxbury. Low price,
needs work. Call Eisha 445-6676, or John
427-0480.
(JK)
Queen size mattress, boxspring frame,
and king size waterbed mattress, $75.
GCN Box 899.
(TG)

job op
MANAGING EDITOR
for Gay Community News to co-ordinate and
facillitate a primarily collective decision
making process. Demonstrated administrative
ability within a non-hierarchical setting essential. Journalistic experience helpful, but commitment to lesbian/gay ) iberation a must.
$70/week. Call Richard at 426-4469 for complete job description.
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
"Philadelphia: alternative counselling
center for sexual minorities has 2 positions vacant. Administrator: fund raising
& public speaking skills. Clinical Director: administrative and therapeutic skills.
$11,000 + salary. Creativity & initiative
highly valued qualities. Send resume:
1
tEROMIN _CENTER, 1735 Naudain St.,
Phi la, PA."
(48)
BOOKKEEPER
For GCN . Part-time approx. 15 hrs.
weekly, Monday-Thursday, $40.00. A/P
and AIR, plus billing and quarterly taxes.
c 11
b
26 6
a Richard or Ro erta at 4 -44 9.
ACTOR-COMPANIONS- MODELS
Casting feature legit film. Fe/Males 18/29
in Toronto. Also: Training/development/
promotion for service industry. Send
photos and profile. tal/spec MPO Box
1016 Hamilton Ont. L8N3R1, or call
416/527-1468 after 7.
(49)

Data processing instructor needed for
private college in New-England. Masters
· Degre preferred; Cobol, RPG, Systems.
~;r_erience important. Write GCN Box

=====-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-========-=-=-=-=VOLUNTEERS

misc wanted
GAY-STRAIGHT ETIQUETTE
I'm writing about the mistakes well
meaning straights make in .dealing with
gays. If you have examples, call 10pmmid. 617-498-7331 or write: Mather House,
308 Cambridge, MA 02138.
( + 49)
I pay cash for used clothing, furniture,
silver, Bric-a-Brae etc. Call 723-6324.
(+50)
DEALERS WANTED

DOB crafts fair/flea market. Sat. June 24,
10-5pm. Spaces$ 7. CAii 1-683-0474 to re-

Address_·________ _______ Zip _____ Phone ________

I I I I

for sale

I am interested in joining (or starting) a
Lesbian Farming Community: West
Coast or Midwest. Contact GCN Box 894.
(44+)

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City ________ State _ _ _ __

I l.

new
career.
Confident ,
creative
intelligent,
scholarly
anglophile,
established (have lover). Varied interests
include c lass ical mus ic and recording ,
theatre , books, medieval culture, latinity,
drollery . Will consider any serious career
posi t ion . References, resume avail. Relocate OK. GCN Box 903.
(50)

movers

APARTM E NTS
FOR SALE
INSTRUCTION
JOBS OFFERED
JOBS WANTED
PENPALS
ORGANIZATIONS
PERSONALS
RESORTS
RIDES
ROOMMATES
SERVICES WANTED
MISCELL.
LOST & FOUND
PUBLICATIONS
Headlines _ _ _ _ at $ _ _ per wk. $ _ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ __

HANGING-YARD

THE JIM CLARK MOVING CO.
Licensed-Insured-Professi onal
24 hrs./day-7 dayslwk.-No O.T. charges
Local Jobs-Local Rates
354-2184

Please Circle one of the following ad categories:

Fi.rst 4 lines _ _ _ at $ _ _ per wk.

PAINTING-PAPER

WORK-ODD JOBS-exp. Refs. Free
est. Call Cris 542-9247 Late eves. best. (1)

HCHS needs a volunteer w/clerical skills,
6-10 hrs. per monl h wldirector of fu nd ·
raising on follow-up & development-Call
Paul, 277-7795 after 7pm or leave message at HCHS.
_ _ _ _ (1)_

Box Numbers are available at $ 1.00 for 6 w eeks if you
pick up you m ail . If, however, you wish your mail
forwarded, the rate is $3.00 for 6 w eeks. Mail i s
forwarded at the end of the 3rd and 6th weeks.
If you w ant mail forwarded for a 3 month period,
a $5 .00 charge will be m ade for the additional time .

Each additional line at $ _ _ per wk.

GWM 18 yr gdlkny needs and wants job
and housing in the Cape or Boston area
write Brockton, MA. Box 1464
(49)
House/apt cleaning days only by gay
male - honest reliable - Back Bay and
Beacon Hill. Call 267-5433, before 3 or
eves. after 11 .
(50)

PERSPICACIOUS PEDAGOGUE
GWM 34 MA English, ex-teacher, seeks

roommates

.--,-s--~lF.;::;;:;._-1;;:;h;:;;;~ui•;:;;;=c:;;:;;;;LA
_
=::;;:==~s;:;=s;;;;:;;;::lF:;;~
;;==
-.;:;,,..1-.:h;;:;;;:;u;:;;~=c:;;;;:;;:;LA;;=
::=:;;:=--s---.-s--,--1--

MARTHA'S VINEYARD
WM · 25 working on isl., living in tent
w~n t s t o mee t gay or b .I M & F' s w ho
enjoy swimming, bicycling, nature study,
poetry, gardening, send note soon: Chris,
P.O. Box 1333, Vineyard Haven, MA
02568.
(1
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HOUSECLEANING
Efficient, reliable, references. Ca'II Mafio
after6pm.'241 -8239.
(GD)

KOALA BEAR
HAIR CUTTERS

GWF looking for GWF .lover relatio~s. Hip
not into role playing. Any age. I'm 21 very
lovable, cute and lonely! Please write to
GCN Box 900.
(47)

~h~~g;~~a0~~p~:~d~f~~~

INDIViDUALS, COUPLES
& GROUP COUNSELING

Bay Area
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY
~~U (617) 883-8220 FOR APPT.
Parties, portraits,' and occasions yrs of
experience. Competitive rates, our place
-or yours! Please call T&H Studio (617)
GAY BUSINESS PERSONS
Tired of dealing with many sales people?
356-0248.
(52)
Have problems deciding where to invest
FOCUS counseling : 186½ Hampshire
Street, Camb. Lesbian Couples . Gp. your money for b,usiness promotions? D.
Bellavance Agency will help you . Free.
starting Jul y-Mon . eve. 7-8:30. Call
consultations. Call 739-2200. A Board
876-4488. Slid ing fee scale/insurance. (51)
Member of the Gay Business As socia
SINGLES COUNSELING
lion .
(c)
A practlcal , problem-solving approach to
individual counselin g for single working
Snyder and Weins tein
adults 18-35.
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law
STUDENT COUNSELING
240 Commercia l Street
fo r full-time college, graduate and pro_Bi>~~~_M_A 02109 (617) 2~ ~0_9 ·(5?)
fessional school students. Reasonable
Scale slave? Feminist-oriented therapy
stl!dent fee .
. group now forming for women with
MALE RELATIONSHIP COUNSELING
for men (18-35) with questions and prob- · W€ ight problems. For information call
(603)431-5147.
(45)
lems concerning the expression of friendship, love and intimacy in private relationships with other men.
Professional male counselor with 10
247-3431
years of counseling experience. Referral
. to licensed psychotherapist, if necessary. No fee for initial conference with
CARFORD-JOHNSON ASSOCIATES
client. Call (best time, M-F: 1-3 PM)
Personal and Business Accounting
354-4266.
(49)
Gay Owned/

BURLINGTON, VT
GWM new to area, looking for penpal interests include photography, art, travel,
beach scene, discussions. GCN Box 904
(50)
GWF 33 attr intel fem seeks similar for
frientl!'lhip and poss. relation. All sincere
replies answered . Box 142, Charles St.,
Boston MA. 02114.
. (49)
GILBERT FOU.RNIER
Please contact me. I have $$$ for you.
Dave, 661-6975.
WESTERN MASS CLOSET WOMEN
Do you need to talk to women confined to
a closet as much as I? The door to my
closet must remain shut, but my closet is
large and I feel the need to sit around in a
social situation and talk about our lives
and our problems . If you are sincere in
this desire too, then welcome. We cannot
become visible except to each other, but I
believe we can benefit from our meeting.
GCN Box696.
(45)

r:t::ar~~i~~
me a call and let's get together. Please
leave your no. SANDY 879-3709
(47 + · '

MASr: BAY
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES

services

PORCUPINE
Treed one of your relat ives 40 feet up in
the crotch of a maple and discovered an
acre of blueberries, raspberries, and
strawberries growing free just a minute's
walk from the cabin . Maybe on your
travels, you' ll come visit in Vermont and
rough it!
Henry sends love.
You know who.
GPW PARTYGOERS
Sundry and assorted articles of food ,
clo thing and play where left at P.
Bennett's house last Sunday-call her (at
259-0063) to collect. There's no room in
the c loset.
(PB)
JT-JT-JT
You me and the pets make th ree plus
kids.
love.

WILL the person new!y from Bradenton
who is now staying with friends in Dorchester please call Dave (formerly of
!','lanal~E:[ a_Q~i ~
n,~t_o_r_a'p_
? _ _ _ __

oportn,ents

If you wish to respond to a box number in
any of our ads, send to GCN Classifieds,
Box _ _ _, 22 Bromfield St., Boston
MA02108
.

personals

~~

I

~

GCN is always in need of office furniture.paint, sofa, file cabinets, shelves and anything that is in goos repair for our office.
To donate contact Richard at 426-4469 (c)
We need a driver with a van or truck to
donate time & truck (we'll pay gas) to help
pick up donations for GCN . Call Richard
at 426-4469.
(c)
MUSICIANS

I II I I I .I .I. I I I I I I I I I I I I

. I.. _..,

-

-

.

· F . drummers+ M bass or rhythm guit
w/gigs lking for - Id. guit + bass-orrhythm/keyboard into new wave-early raw
beatles - comrcial-fleetwood maw/solid
rhythmic feel+ harmonies - both of us
have incred stror.g vocals. 325-6420.
(+48)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-.

Wanted, keyboard player, female, for
newly formed female softrock band.
Vocals preferred. Prov. area. Call (401)
245-5267 or (401) 437-1716.

IF I EDc lass ifiedCLASSI FI ED.classif iedCLA·SSI FI EDclassif i
Lonely prisoner will answer all. Johnny
Patterson A020819, P.O. Box 221 , Raiford,
- - - ~(45)
FL 32083.
TORONTO CANADA ESCORTED
Lonely prisoner 29, 6'2" . 160, black hair,
Complete holiday arrangements and , , brwn eyes, from Rochester. NY. Please
professionally trained staff of fine young write and enclose address. Elgine
males So much to be gav for in th queen
Furlow, P-2, 320 Beech St. , Orlando, FL
\VV/
city- 0 f thenorth Talispec MPO Box 1016
Hamilton Ont. L8N3R1 or call 416/527- . If you are into tattoos on a well -built body
(51) write to RL Yannotta, P.O. Box 221 ,
1468 after 7.
- - ~
Raiford , FL32083.
Lonely, will answer all letters. Linton Ed·
CARL'S GUEST HOUSE, P-TOWN
ward Wilson, 027256-West unit #1, P.O.
For the GAY MALE coming to Province- _§_o~ 221, Raiford, FL 32083.
(50)
friendly,
town, CARL'S is comfortable,
inexpensive and offers complimentary Lonely, seeking penpals. Earl Warren ,
45699. Lucasville, OH
coffee, ice, mixers and more, from $14. 141206, P.O. Box
- - - - - - - - ____£Ql
_
CARL'S GUEST HOUSE, 68 Bradford St., 45699
Provincetown, MA. 02657. Tel. 487-1650 We get many requests from gays in
(8127) prison to put pen pal ads in for them .
Limited space prevents us from printing
as many of these ads as we would like to,
since the prisoners do not have the funds
to pay for their ads. We will print more if
GWM 30, 5'10" strawberry blonde hair, anyone out there is willing to contribute.
145 lbs. tired of bars, main interest is For each $3 we receive we can print one
music especially disco. Write N. Ander- more pen ·pal ad. Send checks to Pen pals,
(c)
son, 66 Central St. , Ipswich, MA. 01938. GCN Box k92.
(48) .
Pic-Ap--pr.
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penpals

G disabled vet 31 would like to correspond with together person. Likes outdoors. Willie Lightfoot, P.O. Box 747,
Starke, FL 32091 .
Lonely prisoner 5'6" , 165, Pisces, 27 likes
weight lifting, chess, swimming , would
like to correspond with any sincere person. B. Twigg, No. 142-119, P.O. Box
45699, Lucasville, OH . 45699.
G prisoner wishes to exchange letters
·with any understanding person to help
overcome !onliness. Jerry Isom, No.
148-370, P.O. Box 57, Marion, OH. 43302.
GWM 22 serving 5 yrs would like to corresp. with any understanding person.
Daniel Courson, 04.1071 , P.O. Box 221,
Raiford, FL. 32083.
28-yr.-old BM very lonely would like to
corresp. with sincere person. Nathaniel
Johnson, No. 015794 , P.O. Box 221, Raiford, FL. 32083.
I will write any and-everyone. Those who
are concerned please write William Watson , 027666, P.O . Box 221 , Raiford. FL
- 292
32083. - - -6'3", 185, brown eyes, brown complexion,
black hair. Interested in music, reading ,
meeting exciting people. Woodrow
Diggs, 049896, P.O . Box 747. Starke, FL

~.Q!J.1-.:... ---- - -- -

organizations

BOSTON UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST
GAYS AND LESBIANS (BUUGL), an
inclusive group of religious liberals
working to provide opportunities for
community building among lesbians and
gay men , meets every Sunday evening at
the Arlington St. Church, 355 Boylston
St., at 7:00 pm. Lesbians especially welcome. For more info call Bob Wheatly at
(D49)
742-2100.

NGTF NEEDS YOU
Join with the largest, fastest growing gay
civil rights group In the country! The
National Gay Task Force works with a
professional staff on media representation, national legislation, information
clearinghouse, religious reforms, ~orporate non-discrimination statements,
more! Help support our work - join now.
$15 membership ($5 limited Income) includes Newsletter. NGTF, 80 Fifth Ave.,
Rm. 506, New York, NY 10011.

publications

AFFIRMATION
For United Methodist Lesbian & Gay
Male Concerns - New England Chapter.
For information and/or support reply
(47) ·
GCN Box 902 .
CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING
Men, 40 and older, have problems different from young Gay Activists. Small discussion group forming NYC. Call (212)
242-8112 or write Bu_rdick, Apt. 1C, 270 W.
25th St .. NYC, NY 10001.
In New Jersey, the Gay Activist Alliance/
Morris County meets every Monday at
8:30 p.m. using facilities of Unitarian Fellowship , Normandy Heights Rd., MorristowA, NJ. Info: (201) 691-0388.

Gay women write and meet with confidentiality thru The Wishing Well a
national magazine. Now featuring group
travel for gay women. Box 664, Novato,
(46 +)
CA 94947.
f::lefore you stop trying to find a lover try
us. Advice, Fantasies, Personals. Twelve
is-sues $10; sample $1. You 're Not Alone,
P.O. Drawer 8398CH, Atlanta, Ga. 30306.
(c)

THE VIEW FROM THE CLOSET
A. Nolder Gay's best columns, 1973-1977
$3 .00 at loca l bookstores or Union Park
Press, Box 2737 , Boston, MA 02208 . (Add
50q: plh ; Mass. add 5 % sales tax). ____

· $35 REWARD
Wanted: Never before published essays,
stories, personal histories by and about
gay women (prose only). $35 prize for best
entry. FOCUS has first publication rights
on all entries submitted. Regular Focus
staff not eligible. Contest closes July 14,
1978. Send to FOCUS, 1151 Mass. Ave.,
Cambridge, MA 02138.
FOCUS
A monthly journal of fiction, articles,
poetry, book reviews, etc., . by, for and
about gay women, 1 year subscription (12
issues) $8. Sample copy 75q: . Always sent
in plain envelope. Focus, Box QCN, 1151
(c)
Mass. Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138.

GAY SCENE - The Picture Homophiie
Monthly in 8th Year of Publication, News
From Everywhere; Movement News;
King's Reviews (Stage, Screen, Book &
T.V.); D.D.'s Best Bets; Lesbian Life; Articles; Nude Plaything of th·e Month-; Religious News; Personals; and More. Send $1
for sample copy. $8.00 for 12 Issues (In
Plain Envelope) To: REGIMENT, Box 247,
Grand Cent. St., NYC 10017.

SUPPORT LESBIAN MOTHERS
Lesbian Mothers National Defense Fund,
2446 Lorentz Place, W. Seattle, WA 98109.
(206) 282-5798. Membershio $5.00.

Metropolitan Community Church of Boston, services each Sunday at 7:00 p.m.
(hymn sing 6:45), 131 Cambridge St., Boston (Old West Church). Edward · T.
Hougen, pastor. Office 523-7664. All persons are welcome.
BOSTON GAY CATHOLICS
EXODUS
sponsors
Dignity/Boston
MASS, a liturgy for gay and concerned
Catholics · every Sunday at Arlington
Street Church (Boston), Boylston St.
entrance at 5:30 pm. For info. contact
Dignity/Boston , 355 Boylston St., Boston,
(35)
MA 02114 . Tel. 536-6518.
GAY ACTIVISTS ALLIANCE NJ
-·Men and women - Militantly gay militantly proud - Join us at 176 Kansas
, St., Hackensack, NJ, every Fri. at 9 p.m.
Political action caucus Tuesdays ~t 8:30
o.m. (201) 343-6402.

METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
OF WORCESTER, church service at 6 Institute Road, 2 p.m. Sundays. 756-0730.

(50)

NEW ENGLAND BAR GUIDE
'

CONNECTICUT

OGUNQUIT

HARTFORD

ess-

(1L

. ANABEL'S
Rte. I (at Maine St.)
(207) 646-8453

NICK'S CAFE HOUSE
1943 Broad St. (203) 522-1933
TONY R's
170-174 High St.
third world
THE WAREHOUSE CAFE
61 Woodbine St.
CHEZ-EST
238 Columbus Blvd.
BANANA
148 West Service Rd.
EVERGREEN
Webster St.
(women)

ORONO

LUNA BASE ONE
. Rte. 2 (disco; mixed)

PORTLAND

SYBIL'S
135 Middle St.
PHOENIX
83 Oak St. (207) 773-5695
ONE WAY
10 Union Place
(mostly womer.)
ROLAND'S TAVERN
413A Cumberland Ave .
(207) 772-9159

NEW HAVEN

ges

rn4

) a
est
894.
4+)

ell
with

PARTNER'S
365 Crown St. (203) 624-5510
(separate women's room)
NOBODY'S FAULT
334 Whalley A~e.
DUNGEON
130 Crown St. (203) 776-6404
(leather & levis; men)
THE PUB CAFE
168 York (203) 789-8612
PARKWAY
1574 Chapel St. (203) 776-1608

MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST

THE RATHSKELLER
85 Amity St.

NEW BRITAIN

..

1

1pm,

use,
-49)

THE OASIS
20 Chestnut St.
SALTY DOG
Pequot Ave.

BOSTON

NEW LONDON

)

~

ore-' ·
(49)

~re.~

myice.

FRANK'S PLACE
9 Tilley St.
THE CORRAL
727 Bank St.
WATERBURY

. CLUB CAFE
384 W. Main St.

_Js

WESTPORT

k to
nelp

THE BROOK
9 I9 Boston Post Rd. East
(203) 226-6204

[~

MAINE

-or-

AUGUSTA

·aw

FLO'S TAVERN
N. Belfast Ave . (Rte. 7)
(207) 622-4393

>lid
us

LEWISTON

for
nd.
01)

BLUE SWAN
Canal St .

>

BOSTON EAGLE
88 Queensberry St. 247-9586
Leather. Men. Thurs. Club Nite, Sunday
Brunch 3PM . Movies Mon. & Tues. 8PM
THE BAR
252 Boylston St. 247-9308
CARNIVAL LOUNGE
39 Boylston St. 338-7159
Dancing. Mixed.
CHAPS
27 Huntington Ave. 266-7778
Food. Men.
CITADEL
22 A very St. 482-9040
Dancing. Men.
CLUB 76
76 Batterymarch St. 542-3377
A •place for w~men and their friends
DARTS
271 Dartmouth St. 536-8200
Dancing. Men.
DELIVERY ENTRANCE
At The House Restaurant
12 Wilton St., Allston 783-5701
Men & Women. "It's Different"
HARRY'S PLACE
45 Essex St.
Dancing: Men .
HERBIE'S RAMROD ROOM
12 Carver St. 338-8577
Leather. Men. Sunday Brunch 7PM Thurs.

. JACQUES
79 Broadway 338,7502
Mixed. Dancing.
NAPOLEON CLUB
52 Piedmont St. 338-7547
Dancing Fri., Sat., Sun. !Vien.
PLAYLAND
21 Essex St.
Men (some Women)
119 MERRIMAC
119 Merrimac St. 523-8960
Dancing. Men . Tues.-Thurs. Buffet 9-1 IPM
SAINTS
(Call 354-8807) Women
SOMEWHERE
295 Franklin St. 423-7730
Disco Dancing, Mixed.
Sunday Brunch 12-2PM.
SPORTE.R'S CAFE .
228 Cambridge St.
Food . Men. Saturday Brunch 5PM.
Movies Mon., 3PM; Sunday.Brunch 3PM
STYX
20 Blagden St. 247-3910
Disco. Dancing. Men.
THE SHED
272 Huntington Ave.
Leather. Men. Sunday Brunch 4PM
TOGETHER
110 Boylston St.
Disco Dancing. Mixed.
1270
1270 Boylston St. 261-1257
Disco Dancing. Mixed (mostly Men),
TWELVE CARVER
12 Carver St.
Men
~

BROCKTON

ENRICO'S LOUNGE
20 Legion Pkwy
(617) 588-97\6
BOB'S PLACE
44 Centre St.
(617) 588-9976
CAMBRIDGE

PARADISE
180 Massachusetts Ave. 864-4130
Talking, mostly Men

NEW BEDFORD

MANCHESTER

THE MEETING PLACE
1447 Acushnet Ave.
(617) 994-7674
THE R&R CLUB
78 Covel St.
(617) 995-8247

CLUB 484
484 Chestnut St.
(603) 627-4797
MANCHESTER CIVIC CLUB
Merrimack St. (603) 623-8264
TUDOR CAFE
361 Pine.St. (603) 623-9310

I

NORTHAMPTON
NORTH CONWAY

THE GAYLA
Main St.

CAFE MUSE & CAPTAIN QUIG'S BAR
Main St. (603) 356-2313

PROVINCETOWN

RACHID'S DISCO
Mountain Farms Mall (Rte. 9)
(413) 584-9080

RHODE ISLAND
CENTRAL FALLS

MARTY'S
176 Railroad St. (401) 728-5460

,,

NEWPORT

-

THE VENETIAN ROOM

5 Farwell St. (401) 847-1748
DAVID'S
28 Prospect Hill (401) 847-9698
PROVIDENCE

RANDOLPH COUNTRY CLUB
(617) 963 -9809
SPRINGFIELD

THE FRONTIER
19 Pearl St.
THE STANCHION II LOUNGE
59 Taylor St.
(413) 739-8374
THE PUB
382 Dwight St.

THE CABANA
681 Valley St. (401) 621-8366
FANNING'S
93 Clemence St. (401) 621-8762
FIFE AND DRUM
123 Weybosset
THE GALLERY
194 Richmond St . (401) 272-8873
NINA BAR
109 Eddy St.
LA BOHEME
83 Dorrance St. (401) 621-8681
SMITHFIELD

TYNGSBORO

THE TOWN AND COUNTRY CLUB
Farnum Pike (401) 231-1180

DiROCCO'S CABARET
Frost Rd . (Rte. 3A)
(617) 649-9186

WOONSOCKET

THE HIGH ST. CAFE
281 High St. (401) 421-4037

;

ISAIAH'S
11 Thomas St.
THE MAIL BOX
282 Main St. (413) 752-8992

VERMONT

.

LYNN

FRAN'S PLACE
776 Washington St.
(617) 595-8961
MR. DOMINIC'S
34-36 Central Ave.
(617) 595-9051

..

SEA PORT CLUB
77 Daniel St. (603) 436-9451

RANDOLPH

WORCESTER
HADLEY

PORTSMOUTH

THE ATLANTIC HOUSE
Masonic Place
(617) 487-3821
THE CROWN AND ANCHOR
· 247 Commercial St.
THE TOWN HOUSE
291 Commercial St.
(617) 487-0292
'~
MS. 247
247 Commercial St.
(Women)
THE PIED PIPER
193A Commercial St.
(617) 487-1527
(Women)
POST OFFICE CABARET
303 Commercial St .
(617) 487-0098

BELLOWS FALLS

ANDREW'S INN
(802) 436-3966

NEW HAMPSHIRE

-

LACONIA

RUTLAND

BRICK YARD MOUNTAIN INN
Rte. 3, Weis_s B:ach

MARDI GRAS
40 Center. St. (802) 775-3976

..

--
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